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SMUDGED PRINT

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage

TWO SECTIONS
12 PAGES

The News has won awards for
•scellence every year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.
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(By P. W.)
Fulton,

Vol. 38
Well, next week is IT . . . another Banana Festival is arriving, and with it there
will be something for everyone. It may be
the parade, or the folk music, or the art
shows, or the country and western entertainment, or the princess pageant, or the association with the interesting Amigos, or the evening dances, or the visiting VIP's, or the
general gay carnival atmosphere .. . or a
combination of all of them that are to your
liking, but surely there will be SOMETHING that will make you glad it's festival
time!
Personally, I get my biggest kicks out of
the music. I have always thoroughly enjoyed
the Guatemala Marimba Band every time I
got to hear them, and am hopefully looking
forward to the Mexican combo as something
just as interesting and entertaining. And the
dixieland jazz concert, I hope, will be on a
par with the great Lionel Hampton show of
last year.

42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

NEWS BRIEFS
RUMMAGE SALE
The Jaycette menibers are
going to sponsor a "rummage
sale" September 28-29, on
Monday and Tuesday nights
from 4:000 until 9:00 p. m.
Anyone wishing to donate
clothes or other articles may
call 472-3375.

SWORN IN AS SOUTH FULTON COMMISSIONER:
mer Liliker, South Fulton city recorder, administered
of office Monday to M. M. Matlock, newly-elected City
sioner, who replaces Harry Allison on the governing

Mrs. Elthe oath
Commisboard of

the City.

The classic remark of the week was
surely made Sunday by Florence Ballesteros.
Said Florence, as she arrived from her home
in Quito (directly on the equator) "Gee, it's
HOT up here".
The catch is, of course, that Quito may be
right on the equator, but it is also 11,000 feet
up in the Andes, and by comparison with a
steaming summer afternoon in the Twin
Cities, (300 feet above sea level), Quito is
actually cool. And at night, downright cold.
The poncho, a popular fad in wearing
apparel this year, is a standard dress garment worn by the Indians in Ecuador. It is
made of heavy wool, generally, and intended to keep one warm like an overcoat. If inflation hasn't hit down there in the last
couple of years, one can buy a fancy, handdecorated, fringe-trimmed poncho for about
$5 . the same thing that sells in the States
for up to $60.
I had assumed that Florence might
know something of the current poncho fad in
this climate, and that perhaps some of the
Amigos brought along a few, but she was
quite surprised at the news. "Why didn't
somebody tell me about this?", she said.
The Amigos probably never knew it, but
their fancy, streamlined passenger train, the
"City of Miami" that brought them to Fulton
Sunday about three hours behind schedule
actually limped into town behind a freight
engine, with only one of the train's
three regular engines operating. It seems
that somewhere down in Alabama or Georgia, on the way up here, the engines were refueled and an inexperienced yard hand proceded to fill the diesel tanks with water by
mistake.
If the Fulton Mayor and Commissioners
were looking for some honest expressions
from the citizens of the community as to the
advisability of equipping an industrial Park,
they are now getting a few: The Chamber of
Commerce and the Jaycees have both endorsed the move. At Monday night's Chamber meeting, the group went so far as to recommend application for an EDA grant to
provide at least half of the funds now, even
without a live industrial prospect. Now lets
see what the Commission is going to do
about THAT.
I am sure that others, besides myself,
who have occasion to constantly use West
State Line street, wonder a bit at the yellow
flashing lights on either side of Carr Elementary school. The lights, meant to be
warning lights of an approaching school
zone, flash day and night, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, and thereby completely
lose their effectiveness.
To regular users of the street, they get
to mean nothing, and to tourists and truckers using the street they are bound to be a
puzzle after school hours.
Can't we figure out some way for these
important warning lights to be turned on
when they are actually needed ... and turned off when they're not??
All Africa isn't a vast jungle overrun by
wild animals,a black studies lecturer told an
audience at Kentucky State College.
Etim Ituen, a Nigerian working toward
an education doctorate at the University of
Kentucky, drew a laugh when he remarked
that his first glimpse of lions. tigers, elephants and giraffes was at a Portland, Ore.,
ZOO.

NEW LADIES SHOP OPENING: "The Daisy", located in Ito
Southern Village Shopping Center in South Fulton, will have its
grand opening this weekend. The staff includes (above, from
left) Judy Jones, owner and manager, and Mildred Brown and
Sally Bondurant. The attractive, carpeted shop, located in the
rear of the new wing of the shopping center, will be open from
10 to 6 daily, and Friday evenings until G.

Circuit Court Schedule,
And Jurors Are Announced
Fulton Circuit Court will open
at Hickman Sept. 14 for the
September term and 60 jurors
have been summoned.
All prospective jurors are to
report on the first day of the
court session and from this
group, a 12-member grand jury
will be selected.
The grand jury will meet at
Hickman Sept. 14 and at Fulton on Sept. 21.
Jury list for September was
released by Circuit Court Clerk
Ruth Johnson, and is as follows:
Mrs. Peggy Smith, Johanna
Westpheling, Albert Mitchum,
Beverly Ruttinger, Mrs. F. A.
Collins Jr., Mrs. Jack Stahr,
Logan,
Paul Clack, Nick
Alonzo Jennings, Paul Rhodes,
Paul Kasnow, Mrs. Bertes J.
Pigue,
Kaye Rumfelt, Vivian B.
Caldwell, J. M. Murphy, Hope
Counce, Pearl C. Reeves, Mrs.
Charles Wright, Mrs. Mary R.
Jeffress, Dottie M. Morgan,
Mrs. Julius Falkoff, Anna Lynn
Cole, Doris Bell Bondurant,
Thurmond Howell,
Ernest Cardwell, Mrs. Catherine Wade, Vivian Williamson,
Mrs. Arlie Cox, Mansfield Martin, Eugene Bondurant, Mrs.
Carter Olive, Alton M. Bober-

son, Mrs. W. H. Harrison,
Clyde P. Williams Jr., Paul
Williams, Sidney Calliham
Hailey, Lera Weatherspoon,
Ouida Jewell, Joe Mac Workman, R. M. Lynch, Janet R.
Childers, J. A. Paris, Martha
Luther, James H. Cheatham,
Nina Ezell, Mrs. Bert Yarbro
Jr., Roy F. Reedy, Modine Toddy, Charles B. Winsett, Mrs.
Helen M. Hughes.
Margaret Merryman Whitesell, T. R. Prather, Ralph Adams, Ruby Parker, Mrs. Cecil
Bolin, Prentice Lee Simmons,
Robert Thorpe, Helen Foy May
and Will Ella Johnson.
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NEW COMMITTEEMAN
Bob Graham, manager of
the Fulton Electric System,
has been named to serve on
the American Public Power
Association's Transmission and
Listed below is the name of Distribution Committee for the
an individual who has lost his
coming year.
driver's licenses for the week
ending August 21, 1970 as reRETIRES
leased by the Department of
Capt. Gaylord T. Forrest, the
Public Safety to the Traffic
Safety Coordinating Commit- Community Coordinator and
Business Administrator of the
tee.
Kizer V. Combs, % Circuit 9-County Western Kentucky
Court Clerk, Hickman Ken- Regional Mental Health Board
tucky. Age 39, charged with since September 15, 1966, has
DWI, license lost until Novem- resigned from this position, effective August 28th.
ber 15, 1970.

Loses His
License

Number 36

Festival Program Filled With
Stars, Fun And Entertainment
Four National
Beauty Queens
Will Be Here

REMAIN OPEN
From now on, all members
Four national beauty queens.
of the Retail Merchants Association will remain open on including Miss Teen-Age America will appear at the InterWednesday afternoons.
national Banana Festival. September 8 through Sept. 12.
LEFT FOR U.K.
are:
Janet
They
Miss
Several students from Ful- Porter, who
preside
will
ton left this weekend to at- over the Festival in the place
tend school at the University of of Debbie May who will be apKentucky in Lexington. They pearing in Atlantic City at the
were: Dick Jones, Danny Miss America pageant as Miss
Hales, Cindy Homra, Meredith Indiana, and is the National
Miller, Carmen Weaks, Kim Rural Electrification Princess;
Homra, Lee Engel and Jamie
Miss Carol Anne Bass, from
Pawlukiewicz.
Saiemburg, North Carolina,
who is the reigning Miss RhoBOOKKEEPING COURSE
dodendron Queen. a five foot,
September 15th will mark four inch beauty who possesses
the beginning of the new 40 all the natural qualities of the
hour course in "Bookkeeping" American Girl;
for adults. The class begins
Miss Jane Logan is the curTuesday night, the 15th at 6:30 rent National Dairy Princess,
p. m and is being taught by who exemplies a combination
Mrs. Ruth Blaylock of South America's out-door girl, and
Fulton.
the typical American beauty;
Miss Debbie Patton of Odessa, Texas is the nation's Miss
VOTES "FOR"
The Fulton-South Fulton Teen-Age America. Arriving
Chamber of Commerce has in Fulton on Thursday. Sepvoted to endorse utilities for tember 10, she will visit the
many arts and crafts exhibits
the Industrial Park.
during her 3-day visit and apat the Inter-American
pear
YOUTH CENTER
Obion County now has a Mush Fiesta at the tent audiyouth center which opened Sat- torium at 7:30 p. m.
A reception honoring Miss
urday, August 29, in the old
Grill building in Union City. Patton, who won her title in
The kids can now enjoy soft Fort Worth, Texas over a nadrinks, cookies, play pool and tional TV colorcast, will be
dance. Rev, Joe Piercy, pas- held at the Fulton Community
tor of the Pleasant Valley Center beginning at 4:30 p. m.
United Methodist Church, is on Friday, September 11. All
teen-agers in the area are inthe youth center chairman.
vited to the free reception
sponsored by the Dr. Pepper
'EXHIBIT NOW OPEN
Bottling Company of DyersThe wildlife exhibit is now burg, Tennessee.
open to the public, and it may
All of the national princesses
be seen any night this week at will ride on floats in the threethe Obion County Fair.
mile long parade to be held in
Fulton on Saturday. September
COMMISSIONED ENSIGN
12 at 10:30 a. m.
Ronnie Hamra, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Foad Homra, has
been commissioned an ensign in
the United States Navy, at
Newport, Rhode Island.
FAIREST OF THE FAIR
The "Fairest of the Fair"
will be held Tuesday night,
September 15 at the fair
grounds in Dresden. A lovely
young lady between the ages
of 16 and 21, unmarried, will
be selected to reign over the
Fourth Annual Weakley County Fair.

10c

Extra Funds
On Hand For
Conservation

Fulton County has been designated by Secretary of Agriculture, Clifford E. Hardin, as
a disaster county. Jack Welch,
Chairman of the State ARC
Committee, announced that
farmers may receive help in
restoring farmland damaged
by flooding in May and June
1970.
Additional cost-share funds
have been allocated to the
county to assist these farmers
in taking corrective measures
where conservation problems
were created as a result of
flooding in May and June, 1970.
Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman of
the County ASC Committee, reports that according to a preliminary survey in the county,
a number of farmers have considerable damage to their farmland.
Some of the measures eligi(Continued on Page Six)

Sonny James, Barbara Mandrel
Big Stars At Banana Festival
The appearance of Sonny
James, his Southern Gentlemen, and Barbara Mandrell and
her all-girl band, a group with
a million. dollars worth of
country talent is one of the
highlights of the Eighth Annual
International Banana Festival.
The Sonny James performance
is scheduled for Friday night,
September 11 at 7:30 p. m. at
the tent auditorium.
Major national popularity
polls find each year that
James either leads or is consistently in the Top Five . . .
magazine
1969-70 Billboard
and Record World's Number
Artist.
One Country
On a recent appearance on
the Ed Sullivan national television show the Sullivan people
remarked that "we received
more mail as a result of Sonny's appearance than any other
performance this year. Starting with his multi-million seller "Young Love," his string

of hits is phenomenal. For the
past five years he has released
twenty-two, number one records in a row.
Appearing on the same program with James. Miss Mandrell has been dubbed Nashville's most recorded steel
guitarist. She has appeared on
almost every television show
of major importance in the
Mid-South and at the age of 13
was a featured soloist with the
Red Foley Show. With two
other female entertainers appearing with her, Miss Mandrell is one of Columbia Record's top recording artists.
Tickets for the Sonny James
and Barbara Mandrell shots
may he purchased at the Banana Festival Headquarters i7e.
Main Street in Fulton. Puck
ett's DX Service Station ane.
V-M Bookkeeping Service ib
Fulton. Tickets are $3.00 in
advance and $4.00 at the door.
A sellout performance is predicted.

Area Art Show To Feature
Don Carmichael At Festival
Professional and amateur tival office by September 5.
Doug Horsely, a distinguishartists in a five-state area are
invited to participate in the ed artist of Cincinnati, with a
regional area artists Festival long experience in judging disto be staged in conection with criminating exhibits will judge
the Eighth Annual Interna- the show on September 8. All
tional Banana Festival to be entries will remain on display
staged in the twin cities of Ful- during the entire Festival peton. Ky. and South Fulton. riod.
A reception for Mr. CarmichTennessee from September 8
ael will be held from two until
through September 12.
four p. m. on Wednesday. SepThe Art Festival officially tember 9 at which time thSeptemWednesday.
onens on
winning awards will be present
ber 9. at 10:30 a. m. in the ex- ed by Princess Janet Porte;
Kitty The e‘ent will be held at th
hibition building in
League Park. Prizes totaling exhibition building in KO
$200 will be awarded to works League Park. The reception i.
entered in oils, water colors, free and all art enthusiasts in
pastels, pen and ink, creative the area are urged to attend.
stitchery and other media. The
entries will be divided into professional and amateur groups.
with separate prizes to be
awarded in each category. A
limit of three entries may be
submitted.
Sales of Series E and H
Highlighting the Art Festival
Savings Bonds and Notes in
will be the appearance of Don
Fulton
County for July were
Carmichael. professor of Art
$8,966 while sales for the year
at Union University in Jackson.
reached $245,200 of the annual
Tenn. Mr. Carmichael will fill
goal of $128,207. Sales a year
the position of "artist in resiago were $91,864.
dence" for the Festival, and
Kentucky sales for July were
will spend the entire Festival $4,111,592 while cumulative
period in the twin cities. He is sales for the first seven months
president of the Jackson Art totaled $32,940,803 of the anAssociation and has held one- nual goal of $53,300,000. Sales
man shows in Indianapolis. a year ago were $3,936.961.
Jackson, Memphis and Galax.
Nationally, sales of Series E
Virginia.
Bonds and Notes
Mrs. James Green and Mrs. and H Savings
$402
Jack Allen, co-chairmen of the for the same period were
value of
Art Festival advised that all million. The cash
$52,042
entries must be original works, Bonds outstanding was
must be suitably framed, and million.
ready to hand on displaY. All
CLUB SEEKS MEMBERS
entries must be delivered to
The Fulton Bulldog Club is
the Exhibition Building at Kitty
League Park between the hours seeking 100 members for this
of 8 a. m. and 12 p. n. on Sep- years club. All fathers of Fultember 8. Mailed entries ton High athletes are especialshould be in the Banana Fes- ly urged to join the club now.

Bond Sales Are
Way Over Goal

RATES AT THE TOP OF THE LADDER—

South Fulton Elementary School Is Off To A Record-Breaking Start
South Fulton Elementary School has had one
of the most successful school openings of its entire history having enrolled to date 645 students.
Not only has the opening been successful but the
school has been staffed with 23 excellent teachers.
In addition to this, the school is receiving
five Title I aids, one 0E0 Kindergarten teacher,
one remedial reading teacher and a County P. E.
teacher for three days and a band instructer one
day per week. This places South Fulton in the
top number of schools, County wise as to the
amount of Title I help received.
The lower four grades are
being conducted on a team
taught ungraded situation for
the third straight year. 'the
idea being to take the students
where they find him and ram

them as far as poesible. Selfreliance Is another important
Item being taught.
Kr. Winston states that Is.
UK that classes should not he
till/ding classes. He thought

that the school should make
the classes where the kids do
most of the talking and doing.
Youngsters like to struggle
with problems and master
them, and they will if the
teacher artfully appeals to their
pride and energy. The greatest
stimulant to good work is
praise; the greatest deterrent
Is blame. He appeals to his
teachers to maek their lessons
teachers to make their lessons
What all of us need, and especially children, is someone
who believes in us. Each child
has a vast potential of ability.
The great teacher has faith in
his pupil, and by his faith,
brings out their best.
Success and failure can betome a habit. Every success
experience makes a child feel
more confident; every failure

fills him with doubt. As a child
thinks of himself, that is what
he usually becomes. The winning stragedy in teaching,
therefore, is to give children
opportunity for success experience. Once children acquire teh habit of success,
their achievement grows. This
is what South Fulton Team
Teaching is all about and is
the goal of South Fulton Elementary Administration plus
the stressing of English, Language, Arts, and Mathematics.
In the lower three grades
have a total enrollment of
children which is an average
28 students per teacher. Sta
legislation of 1900 ruled there
should be no more than 30
pupils per Mac* in grades 1-3
or a
thereof. Not
only •
41111100eding this

figure but all of our Title I
program consisting of Title I
teachers and aids has been assigned to this primary area.
Too, the visiting P. E. teachers
and the non-ADA Librarian
will spend over half of their
time in this area. Also P. E.
and Library Service is being
offered to all students this year.
Children in the South Fulton
Schools are fortunate in the
fact that all classrooms are
air-conditioned. This is the second year for the air-conditioners' and the comfort of the
children probably contribute a
lot to Me smooth beginning of
school.
The school is serviced by 8
excellent busses, with qualified
drivers whose routes are single
end range from 30-45 'Mentes
In length.

Again the cafeteria is serving
meals for 35c. The cafeteria is
neat, well-equipped, well-lighted, air-conditioned and serves
a
well-balanced,
attractive
meal.
The school has an outstanding interscholastic athletic program in addition to its physical
education program. Jr. Hi boys
football will play 5 or 6 games
while Jr. Hi boys and girls basketball will compete in ten
topped by a County Tournament. They will field a boys
and girls track team in Jr.
High and will be approaching
their twelfth annual Field Day
in which all boys and girls participate.
South Fulton Elementary
realises that there are many
areas In which they can im(Continued ea Page Mx)
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELINO
Editors and Publishers

SIX FEET OF EARTH
I'll sing you a song of the world and its ways,
And the many strange people we meetFrom the rich man who rolls in his millions of
wealth,
To the struggling wretch on the street.
But a man, tho' he's poor, and in tatters and rags,
We should never affect to despise;
But think of the adage, remember my friends,
That six feet of earth makes us all of one
size.
There's the rich man with thousands to spare if
he likes,
But he haughtily holds up his head,
And who thinks he's above the mechanic who
toils,
And is honestly earning his bread;
But his gold and his jewels he can't take away,
To the world up above, when he dies;
For death levels all, and conclusively shows
That six feet of earth makes us all of one
size.
Then when you once see a poor fellow that tries
To baffle the world and its frown,
Let us help him along, and perchance he'll sueseedDon't crush him because he is down.
For a cup of cold water in charity given,
Is remembered with joy in the skies;
We are all but human, we have all got to die,
And six feet of earth makes us all of one size.
UNKNOWN

Kentucky Voter Registration Books Close
Next Tuesday;Do You Know The Voting Law?
TION: Once a citizen is registered
to vote in Kentucky, he does not
have to re-register unless he moves to another precinct, legally
changes his name (by marriage or
other process) or is removed from
the register by the purgation
board.—A voter may be challenged and his name removed from
the registration books if he fails
to vote for two successive years.
PRIMARY ELECTIONS: PriKENTUCKY VOTING LAWS
mary Election Day is the Tuesday
REQUIRE- following the 4th Monday in May.
RESIDENCE
MENTS: To vote in Kentucky a A voter may vote only in the priprospective voter must be a U. S. mary election of the party under
citizen, have lived in the state one which he is registered. Voters regyear, in the county six months istered "Independent" may not
vote in primary elections.
and in the precinct 60 days. CHANGING PARTIES: A
VOTING AGE: Any person
may change his registration
voter
vote
may
over
and
age
18 years of
party to another any
one
will
from
in Kentucky. Any person who
n books are
registratio
the
of
time
date
the
by
age
of
years
18
be
change is
the
if
However,
to
open.
register
a general election may
previous
vote in the primary election pre- made subsequent to the
voter is
the
election
November
even
election
general
ceding the
in the
voting
from
d
disqualifie
though he may not have reached
his 18th birthday by the primary primary.
election day.
ABSENTEE VOTING: A
on
REGISTRATION: Prospec- voter who expects to be absent
in
county
the
from
day
except
election
register
tive voters may
may
located,
is
precinct
when registration books are clos- which his
clerk for an
ed. The books are closed 59 days apply to the county application
The
ballot.
any
absentee
before and five days following
a notary
primary or general election and must be sworn to before
20 days
least
at
made
be
elecmust
and
special
any
10 days before
ballot
tion. Prospective voters may reg- prior to the election. The
becompleted
be
then
must
itself
election
next
the
in
vote
ister to
deliverbe
must
and
notary
resia
fore
if they will have complete
county court
dence and age requirements by ed to the clerk of the
on election
close
polls
the
membefore
A
election.
the date of that
ber of the armed forces who is day.
eligible to vote but who is not regVOTING HOURS: Polls in
istered to vote may register by
are open on Standard
Kentucky
mail. He must obtain the proper
6 a. m. to 6 p. m. for
from
county
the
time
of
clerk
the
from
form
geenral elections and from 6 a. m.
of his legal residence.
elections.
DURATION OF REGISTRA- to 5 p. m. for other

Kentucky voters registration
books close on September 8. Newcomers, persons who have changed their names, moved from their
precinct, or will be 18 by election
day, and those who have had their
names removed from the lists by
the purgation board, all must register at the county courthouse in
order to vote in the November
election.

FULTON'S

iliihrmi7 CarmenBY LUCY DANIEL
If you don't have a high
school diploma and still want to
get one, you can tune in and
turn on this September to a
special Kentucky Educational
Television series that will prepare adults for the state high
school equivalency tests. The
Fulton and Hickman Libraries
have the materials you need to
participate in the series. Each
library has only one complete
kit available at the present
time for loan. If you are interested in taking this course
please contact the Fulton or
Hickman library immediately
so that we can try to get more
kits from Frankfort. This is on
a first come first served basis
so hurry or we may not be

able to get more free kits from
Fra nkfort.
The "TV High School" will
begin its half hour lessons on
September 21. Two different
lessons will be broadcast per
week with two repeats of each
lesson A total of sixty 30 minute programs shown over a .34
week period have been produced to help persons pass the
tests.
Lessons and the tests cover
areas of educational development in: natural sciences, English language and literature,
social studies, and mathematics. Completion of "TV High
School" helps prepare students
to take the GED (General Educational Development) test for

Borrowed $5.00 From Next President
FROM THE FILES:—
later reminisced.
No.2 - When a 1928 campaign
Turning
special stopped briefly in Louisinterview
aboardto
got
Hart
ville,
candidate Herbert Hoover. He
planned to get off when the train
TWENTY YEARS AGO
stopped in New Albany but the
AUGUST 25, 1950
train didn't stop there. It kept on
Retail, wholesale, and service establishments
going across Southern Indiana, so
Hart borrowed $5 from Mr. Hoov- located in Fulton County, Kentucky, showed a
er for train fare back to Louisville. substantial expansion in dollar volume of trade
from 1939 to 1948 according to preliminary figHe later repaid the debt.
—(Larry Stone In the Cen- ures from the 1948 Census of Business released
today by the Bureau of the Census, U. S. Departtral City Messenger)
ment of Commerce.
bers of the physics department
Cpl. William E. Byars, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and injuring a graduate student,
the explosion ruined the life work J. E. Byars who sailed from a San Francisco port
The tragically, criminally mis- of five physics professors and wip- of embarkment last week is probably the first
guided dynamiting of research fa- ed out the Ph.D. theses of two Fulton boy to sail overseas to the Korean War. He
cilities at the University of Wis- dozen graduate students who lost is a member of the First Baptist Church.
consin can now be seen to have their records, equipment and reThe many Fulton County friends of Mrs. Aldone even greater harm than was search results."
indicated in early news stories.
This illuminates, as no recital ma French Cob,formerly of near Fulton and now
The first reports were bad enough: of horrendous destruction of of Memphis, Tenn., will be delighted to learn that
a man killed, another injured, buildings could, the nature of this she is gaining quite a reputation as a poetess.
massive damage done to physical crime. Until something else is in- Mrs. Cob has had several works published and
plant and equipment. Later eval- dicated, one must assume that the often sends contributions to the various Miduation expands on the dimensions blast was intended as a protest South newpapers.
against the university's fancied
of the tragedy.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Vancil honored their son,
A fuller idea of the conse- role in research for the national
has
is
this
blast
ent;
on his eleventh birthday with a Hobo
terrible'
establishm
Gene,
that
defense
of
quences
found in this observation by Chan- been the thrust of much com- Party Saturday afternoon at their home in South
cellor Edwin Young:"Besides kill- plaint. What the dynamiters have Fulton. The guest list included: Marietta Bennett,
ing one of the junior staff mem- done, however, is to sabotage in- Patsy Jean Killebrew, Nancy Counce, Lauraine
tellectual inquiry. They may fancy Fields, Betty Faye Peeples, Joyce Guill, Edward
Around"
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best AN
themselves as the harbingers of a Harper, Morgan Fields, Pat Drewery, Morris
Weekly Papers.
new and better world, yet the Taylor and Tommy Reams.
Ky.
Second-class postage paid at Fulton,
truth is that theirs was a mindless,
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
12041
of barbaric act of anti-intellectualAUGUST 27, 1925
Address all mill (subscriptions, change307
ism.
address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box
—Union City Messenger
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
(A few excerpts from writeups about FulFulton,
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In
in the 1925 Fair Edition)
firms
ton
Oblon
and
Ky.,
Hickman, Graves Counties,
Illsowbere
BIBLE DIGEST
Franklin Dry Goods Company: In 1901 Ed
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.
year.
throughout the United States $4.00 per
In the darkest hour of man's Slaughter and Tom Franklin came from DukeSales
Kentucky Subscribers must add Stfl;
history, the brightest light of dom and opened a dry goods store in the MeaTax.
heaven came to dispel the dows block. At Mr. Slaughter's death in 1909 the
God's
Pullets
Successor of various weekly papers In
and set man free. Jesus Franklin Dry Goods and Clothing Company was
darkness
in WA
Me first of which was founded
am the light of the world." formed; in 1916 a fine store building was erected
Year af said,"I
Published Fifty Thursdays ef The
ob. Main Street.
me."
"Follow
43081
Fullest, Ky.

Joe Hart, an old time friend,
reporter and columnist of the Louisville Courier-Journal, died the
other day and I was intrigued by
two items in the C-J's obituary.
No. 1 - Hart turned to bootlegging when, as a high school
graduate, he was seeking a way to
finance his way through college.
At that time and place, bootlegging, while illegal, was not necessarily considered a dishonorable
trade. "It was fine liquor and sold
at a very reasonable price," Hart

Barbarians At Work

NS Commercial Ave.

Back The Clock

Musings From

The Philosopher

ed the very usage he had kept,
for manners used to be reduced
elsewhere,
In Fidelity, and
to rather staid, easily-rememback decades ago, the female bered statements. And it was
to
referred
was
of the species
easy to spot some one who had
in a general way as a "wo- not learned his manners well.
man." But, when only one was
For ages the most used dicreferred to, she was a "lady".
to admit that
In fact, it was slightly dero- tionary refused
South Midgatory to say that Mrs. Jones the Southern and
existed. At
was a fine "woman." Some- land Mizziz even
we
thing of Shakespeare's own school we learned that
but, bad
time had remained, for I dis- should say "Missiz";
tinctly remember that one of little brats that we were, we
of
his rather low characters felt didn't except in the presence
when
insulted when she was called our teachers, especially
aloud. And noa woman. Every once in a we were reading
while I run into this old, old body whom we knew naturally
peoway of referring to womened said "Missiz". Good old
said
ladies. Not too many weeks ple. ash I indicated before,
ago a small child rebuked me "Mistress" when they were
for saying that I liked a certain trying to be proper or when
woman that both of us know. they were referring to some
"You should call her a lady," strange person or one of promthe younger suggested. I tried inence. "Miz" George Washto explain, but I suspect that ington would have been resenteither home or school teaching ed; hence "Mistress" Washinghas taken too deep a hold for ton, or, older still, "Lady"
my explanation to be accepted. Washington. Even in my home
about
mother talked
One of the employees of my my
college who gave years of de- "Lady" This or That when revoted service to the mainten- ferring to some historical woance of the buildings and man.
The names applied to elderly
grounds, always, in my presence, called a married woman women often varied from the
"Mistress," just like long ago. stiff, dignified ones. "Old lady"
In a casual conversation he Johnson might be a prominent
spoke of married women in matriarch, who, though old,
general as "Miz" Jones or still was the head of her clan
"Miz" Brown. I can remem- and so recognized by descendber when manners books stress- ants and neighbors alike. "Old
Miz" Johnson occupied a far
lower station and might be
600 Cooper Drive, Lexington, even the subject of charity: it
high school equivalency.
was not often that there was
The Hickman and Fulton Kentucky 40502.
any suggestion as to her morPublic Libraries have the maResponsibility for successful
terials you will need to par- completion of the courses is als. When the title was omitted
tciipate in the series. The home placed in the student-viewer entirely and "Old" Sally
study kit, which is required for who must follow the lessons, Brown was mentioned, you
participation in the "TV High study on his own and progress could form your own opinion
School" series, is available for toward his goal with a strong as to whether she was a scold,
a worthless woman, or even a
loan free of charge. The kit purpose.
bad one.
contains ten paperback books,
comfigures
recent
most
The
plus various study guides and
Among close friends, there
piled show over 750,000 Ken- and elsewhere, a married woanswer keys.
26
of
age
the
over
tuckians
The materials have been
man was often "Miss" Mary
provided to all county libraries do not have a high school di- to those who had known her
in the regional library system ploma.
before her marriage and often
This is one of the reasons to close friends of the younger
by the Dept. of Libraries,
why hundreds of Kentuckians generation. I have seen this
Frankfort, Kentucky.
The program is free to all have already joined in the ef- title printed or written as
viewers. Anyone may take the fort to make this program a "Mis' ", as if it were a shorthigh school courses at home by successful project in the Com- ened form of "Mistress." I
tuning to their local KETV monwealth.
rather doubt that, however. I
station, UHF channel 21 or for
Necessary funds for the think it was normally a sort of
those in the Fulton area OM series were made available by affectionate way of calling a
cable TV channel 8.
the Bureau of Vocational Edu- friend's name.
For those persons who wish cation, especailly for use in
It would be hard to tell how
to buy their own study kit the state vocational schools.
"Aunt" or "Auntie" was aprather than borrowing it from
For further information con- plied as a name for an elderly
the library, the kit is available
cerning the TV High School woman. Probably it was genfor $15 (send check or money
series contact any of the fol- erally an affectionate way of
order) from the Kentucky Edunaming her without being forcational Television Network, (Continued on Page Four)
mal and saying "Mizzie
George Smith or, in the case
of some very elderly unmarT. B. Neeley: For the past 16 years, since ried woman, "Miss" Susan
1910, T. B.("Boss") Neeley has been engaged in Thompson. Sometimes "Old
the barber shop busines here. Associates with Auntie" was a sort of apology
mentioning some woman
him at this time are Fred Cooper, Brent Robinson for
who was elderly and maybe
and 011ie Nicholand.
"slightly teched in the haid."
It would have taken a modern
P. H. Weaks Sons: When Water Valley was semanticist to separate the
meaning intended and one that
founded, George Weaks and his son, Porter H. the
neighborhood thoroughly
Weaks removed their general store from Felici- understood. The same stateana, where it has been prior to 1868, to the new ment could be made about
some old man who was called
railroad stop. . . and in 1895 moved on to larger "Uncle,"
for the word varied
fields at Fulton. In 1916 eldest son, Leslie, was from one of genuine affection
made a partner, and at the death of their father to one of scorn. "Daddy" as
a younger son, Louis, joined the firm which since the name of an elderly person,
so common elsewhere, was
that time has had its present name.
only rarely known; I do recall
that one very old man in my
father's practice area was callSEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
ed "Daddy" Wynn. In other
parts of America this term is
(From The Hickman Courier)
common, I have read.
It would take a small treatAUGUST 30, 1895
ise on semantics to list all the
The Cayce Graded School under the manage- terms
for women and see to it
ment of Professor James H. Sanders as principal, that no injustice was done to
or to the woman.
the
name
assisted by Miss Lola Barry of this city will begin
"WOMEN AND LADIES"

next Monday. This is one of the best schools in
the county, and the citizens of that portion of the
city should give it a liberal patronage.

Cayce Red
There are a number of old ex-confederate Wings Win
soldiers in this vicinity who are talking of going
to Chattanooga next month, to attend the Dedi- Title Cup
of
catory exercises the Chickamaugh Battlefield,
provided the railroad fare is not too high.
The Fulton County Teachers Institute met at
Carr Institute at Fulton on August 12 with a full
attendance of teachers and the county superintendent,all on hand ready to enter upon the work
of the week under the able instruction of Professor R. N. Roark of Lexington, Kentucky. A resolution adopted by the Institute stated that the
school term should be extended to seven months
and the money to do this should be raised by
county taxation.
The Ballew brothers, seven in number-John,
Fount, Campbell, Tom, Albert, Robert and Rice
were in town Monday and went to Rosedale's
Gallery and had their pictures taken in a group.
You won't find a more worthy, honorable, and
upright set of men than these, and every one of
them is a democrat from way back.

The Cayce Red Wings won
the championship in the Pony
League recently.
They are connected with the
Hickman County Recreation
Association.
They went into the play-off to
defeat Fulgham and Clinton
for the championship.
Freddy Gadberry, winning
pitcher, defeated Fulgham 9
to 8.
Scottie Wright, winning pitcher, defeated Clinton, 7 to 1.
Members of the team are
Gadberry, Scottie
Freddie
Wright, Frankie Johnson, Bobby Sublette, Terry Hill, Larry
Haney, Gary Tucker, Steve
Fulcher, Jackie Campbell,
Marshall Alexander, Richard
Jones and Donnie Johnson.
The sponsors for the Red
Wings are the Pepsi Cola Co.,
Barnette Tractor Co., and the
Texaco Co.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
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Brumfield-Allen Nuptials Are
Solemnized At Nicholasville

"Fairest of the Fair"

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

length of thread (never longer
than 24"), cut it and knot the
end you've just cut. Smooth
the thread toward the knot between finger and thumb.
Thread is spur in one direction,
and if you sew against the
twist, the thread is roughed
up. This causes knotting. So
does sewing ' with too long
thread. — Catherine C. ThompTHE FAMILY'S FOOD DOL- son, Hickman. Ky. — Phone
LAR AND INFLATION — If 236-2351
u're an average American',
,ou have never had it so good
A "resting period" of 15 to
son's
his
as
served
Allen
Mr.
decorated
was
The chancel
,,i• so bad. You are making 20 minutes after cooking "sets"
with white wedding tapers in best man and other groomsmen
more money, but it is flying out juices and makes meats firmer
of your hands faster. The vil- and easier to carve. Meat temwrought iron candelabra, and ushers were Mr. Eugene
palms, and ferns centered with Dunavant, brother-in-law of
lian is inflation.
perature will continue to rise.
an arrangement of white glad- the groom, Mr. Mike Crider,
The consumer can go a long often as much as 10 degrees F.,
ioli and pink and white asters. Fulton, Kentucky, Mr. James
TV ay in helping fight inflation. during this resting period beOn one side of the chancel was T. Powers, Hickman, Ken()se authority cites impulse cause of latent heat in the
a three branch candelabra tucky, Mr. Richard I. Gerrish
haying as one habit we need to roast. — Patricia Curtsinger,
LexingSihler,
and
Steve
Mr.
the
during
used
which was
break. When you go to the Courthouse, Benton, Ky, 42025
pledging of the vows and in ton, Kentucky.
Core, buy only what you plan- Phone 527-6601
For her daughter's wedding
the center a white satin kneelned to buy.
Mrs. Brumfield chose a short
ing bench.
In the "depression" people
SHOPPING FOR THE "AT
The section reserved for the sleeve street length silk and
watched their pennies, they
HOME" LAUNDRY EQUIPImmediate families of the bride wool dress of mint green. She
smart, compared
shopped
- Many of the elements
and groom were marked with wore a mint green petal hat,
prices, didn't buy what they MENT
of decision are the.same when
matching shoes and purse and
white satin bows.
didn't need. Today if we did the
purchasing things you'll use a
Mr. Larry Sivis, organist, white kid gloves. Pinned at her
same thing with our much
long time: construction, reliprovided a program of pre- shoulder was a white orchid.
higher incomes, we would
able brand, reliable store,
nuptial music and used the traMrs. Allen, mother of the
make money.
simplicity of styling and conditional processional and reces- groom, selected a long sleeve
Homemakers should be caretrol.
manufacturer's warranty,
sional during the ceremony. street length lace dress of
ful that they do not over-serve
availability of service.
Mrs. Larry Batten, soloist, light peacock. Her hat was a
their family. A study showed price,
Do the convenience features
sang "Oh Perfect Love", "Be- petal type with veil which
that about 10 percent of the
cause," and "One Hand," matched her dress. Her accesfood calories the average fam- you need and want and will
"One Heart".
ily buys end up in the garbage use, cost that much more when
sories were of matching peaThe bride, given in marriage cock and she wore white kid
can. Homemakers need to take spread over the times and
by her grandfather, Mr. Clyde gloves. Her corsage was a
a good look and try to find the years of INC—Barletta WraBrumfield, wore a candlelight white orchid.
holes and leaks in their food ther, 209 Maple St., Murray,
Phone 753-1452
floor length gown of luxuriousbuying. — Mrs. Dean Roper, Ky. 42071
Following the ceremony, a
ly scalloped peau-d'ange lace candelight reception was held
Courthouse, Mayfield. Ky.
and silk organza over peau de in the church dining room. The
A square small berry basket
-12066 — 347-2334.
sole. It was fashioned with an bride's table was centered with
will hold a dozen eggs in very
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mark Allen
Empire bodice, sabrina neck- a four-tier wedding cake topped
Thread knots can be frustrat- little space in your refrigerator
line and long fitted sleeves. with a nosegay of pink sweeting when one is handsewing. — Mrs. Maxine Griffin, FedThe A-line skirt was enriched heart roses and white minia- FAIREST—Miss Jackie Hollie, who last month was crowned Try this as a preventive. eral Buliding, Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-2231
with peau-d'ange lace appli- ture carnations. Silver candel- Miss Gibson County Rural Electrification. Monday niaht col- Thread your needle, pull off a 42031
ques and scalloped hem. Her abra and white tapers stood at
named
was
when
she
title
pageant
beauty
second
her
lected
mantilla
illusion and lace
each side of the cake. The
flowed from a peau-d'ange lace punch table was centered with Fairest of the Fair at the 1970 Obion County Fair. She is 17 and
appliqued cap into a long ca- an arrangement of white gladi- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hollie of Route 3, Union
thedral train. She carried -a oli and pink asters and white
City. Miss Hollie. was selected from among 32 candidates for
contemporary styled bouquet of
candelabra
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Al- stephanotis and variegated tapers in silver
coveted honor and an overflow crowd in and around the
the
punch
the
on
used
A two-day antique show and len were hosts to a dinner, hon- miniature ivy centered with were also
University of Kentucky 4-H %Tight. Diahe Cartwright, Mildat the 1970 Obion County Fair watched the proceedgrandstand
in
tapers
wedding
White
table.
unusual
sale, containing many
oring Miss Mary Lynn Brum- White Cattleya orchids.
wrought iron candelabra were ings and applauded the decisions of the judges. Miss Hollie was Food Judging and Camp-for-a- red Cook, Kenneth Flanigan,
items of books, oriental rugs, field and their son, Mr. Charsister
Nancy
Brumfield,
Miss
Day were held at the Fulton Charlotte Gooden, Sandra
bottles, pictures, furniture, les Mark Allen,and other mem- of the bride, was maid of used throughout the room.
sponsored by the Pierce-Harris Community Club,
City Park, July 31, 1970. Con- Green, Alice Hendrix, Hattie
Assisting at the reception
coins and guns will be of focal bers of the wedding party at honor and wore a floor length
buying was emphasized Hendrix. Toyna Hendrix, Mausumer
interest when the Eighth An- Springs Motel in Lexington, gown of moss green saki. It were Mrs. Ralph Wilson, Mrs.
in the 4-H food judging training rice Jackson, Connel Kinny,
nual International Banana Fes- Kentucky on August 28, 1970, was fashioned with an Empire Thomas D. Bailey, Mrs. M. H.
with participants receiving in- Kent Lee. Vandell Maddox,
tival is staged.
at 8:30 p. m., following their bodice, rolled neckline, and A- Burke, Mrs. Terry Harris, Mrs.
struction on judging -then Glay Mayers, Leslie McAlister.
Bailey, Mrs. William
David
The show and sale will be wedding rehearsal.
back
the
line skirt. Accenting
judging four rings using the Jean Carolyn McMullin, Farrel
Ready, Mist; Brenda Warner,
held at the Exhibition Building
The dining tables were placed of the gown was a double pleat
new knowledge they had gain- McNeal, Ethel Parish, Felice
at Kitty League Park on Sep- in a U-shape and places were flowing into a train. Her match- and Miss Betty McMillen. Miss
ed.
Patton, Trice Pearson, Cynthe
of
cousin
Suffifl,
Jane
nine
tember 10 and 11 from
marked with bridal place- ing headpiece was a floor
Miss Suztte McMorris of and other prizes, but she will C a m p-for-a-Day activities thia Roberson, Hanford Robergroom, kept the guest book.
a. m. to nine p. m.
cards. The central appointment length veil attached to an open
Fulton is among the 25 serve as an international am- were held in the afternoon. son. James Roberson, Maurice
South
The bride is a graduate of area and national beauties se- bassador of goodwill for the Participants enjoyed baseball,
The event has been limited to was a beautiful arrangement pillbox. She carried a cascade
Roberson, Marilyn Roberson,
the first 20 exhibitors request- of yellow gladioli, white and of pink sweetheart roses, min- Henry Clay High School and lected by a screening commit- North American and South volley ball, double dutch and
Mark Roberson, Barbara
of
University
the
attended
ing space.
and
carnations,
greenjade
iature pink
single rope, and washer and Smith, Donnie Taylor, Lora
yellow carnations,
tee to participate in the Eighth American continents.
Kentucky. The groom is a Annual International Banana
A fee of $5.00 per day is ery and flanked by white tap- variegated miniature ivy.
horseshoe pitching.
Ann Taylor, Ronnie Taylor.
Among the prizes for which
charged for each exhibitor ers. The Reverend E. E. Sivis Bridesmaids were Mrs. Eu- graduate of Fulton High School Festival to be staged in Fulton
Those attending the 4-H food Rex Valentine. Lisa Walizer,
showing at the event. Ample gave the invocation.
gene Dunavant, Fulton, Ken- and the University of Kentucky from September 8 through the local resident will compete judging and camp-for-a-day Elroy Wilbourn, Phyllis Wilis an all-expense trip to Ecuawith a B. S. degree in Mespace has been provided for
A four-course dinner was tucky, sister of the groom, Miss chanical Engineering. He is em- September 12. The one-night dor in December, where she were: Seniors—Evelyn Alex- bourn, Edd Wilburn, Lawasse
the proper display of all anNicholasville,
Risk,
Marcia
Alexander, Wilburn, Denise
the
at
ander, Mildred
presented
be
show
will
Wiseman,
following:
the
tique items. Mrs. Enoch Camp- served to
and Miss Lucy Hen- ployed by Chicago Bridge and Carr Elementary School Audi- will be the official representa- Ronald Brooks, Carol Cardwell, Jeanie Wiseman.
Miss Brumfield and Mr. Al- Kentucky,
Pascagoula,
for
Banana
Festival
the
of
in
tive
Company
Iron
bell, chairman of the antique
They
Illinois.
DesPlaines,
Maxine Donald, Marvin Flanitorium in Fulton on Saturday
Ann S. Brumfield, dren,
will gan, Rose Flanigan, Paul
Mississippi.
Extension Assistants sponsorshow and sale reported today len: Mrs.
night, Sptember 12, at 7:30 ten days. In addition she
bride-elect. Mrs. wore gowns identical to the
be the special guest in Wash- Jones, Billie Joe Maddox, Car- ing the event were: Sarah
south, p. m.
trip
that many collector's items in mother of the
wedding
a
After
carried
and
attendant
honor
maternal
Stallworth,
W.
0.
the
of
National
C.
D.
primitives, linens and a wide
the couple will be at home in
Miss MeMorris is the dau- ington,
olyn McGowan, Darryl Mc- Poynor, Sara Beans and Ella
bride-elect, similar bouquets.
selection of authentic, antique grandmother of the
Miss Linda Shearer, cousin of Pascagoula, Mississippi. For ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fruit Association next Febru- Neal, Henry Minor, Elise Nor- Mae Roberson.
sister
Brumfield,
Nancy
Miss
be
will
ary.
entertained
She
sale.
for
available
a
chose
the bride
items will be
McMorris of 206 Frankie
ris, Sabrina Patton, Christine
Assisting were: Mrs. Emma
Mr. and the bride, was the flower girl. traveling,
there by diplomats of two con- Pirtle, Brenda Purg, Brenda P. Maxfield. Area Extension
Except for a small entrance of the bride-elect,
chocolate brown and off white Lane.
I. Gerrish, Mrs. She wore a gown of moss
of
two
officials
and
tinents
and
jacket
brown
a
fee to the entire exhibition Mrs. Richard
with
dress
of
that
similar
to
saki
The local beauty contestant
Roberson, Dianne Taylor, Eg- Agent, Foods and Nutrition,
Miss Patricia green
area, the antique show and Steve Sihler and
the bride's attendants and car- brown accessories. Her corsage has been given the opportunity countries. She will also appear bert Tharp, Thomas Tharp.
Mrs. Delmina Walker, Mrs.
Mawhatry, all of Lexington;
sale is free to the public.
was a white orchid from the to participate in one of Amer- at the Rhododendron Festival
fillwhite
ried
basket
small
a
Juniors—Dimple Alexander, Eileen New, Livingston County
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Brum- ed with pink rose petals.
in North Carolina.
bouquet.
bridal
Martha
AlexJunia
Alexander,
most
beauty
—Mrs. Sue Faulkner, Hickman
outstanding
ica's
field, paternal grandparents of
Alexander, County—Mrs. Pauline Hatchett,
pageants. Not only does the Contestants placing second, ander, Louella
the bride-elect. Rev. and Mrs.
honor give the local girl the bird and fourth will receive Cathy Brown, Vanessa Brown, Mrs. Elms Moody, McCracken
E. E. Sivis, Mr. Larry Sivis
Mildred Bustian, Cynthia Cart- County.
opportunity for scholarships, cash awards.
and Miss Marcia Risk, all of
Nicholasville; Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Dunavant, brother-inlaw and sister of the groomelect and Mr. and Mrs. Michael
The Joffrey Dancers II, a principal speaker.
Crider of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs.
Powers of Hickman; world-celebrated troupe of artT.
James
Brought to the Banana Fesdaughter
Burrow,
Susan
Miss
Miss Lucy Hendren of Des ists will offer Mid-South audi- tival under the auspices of the
of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Burrow
to
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
opportunity
Mrs.
and
rare
Mr.
Illinois;
a
Plaines,
ences
Kentucky Arts Commission the
of South Fulton, received her
Lawrence Suffield and Miss view one of the most distin- appearance of the Joffrey
Master of Science Degree SatJane Suffield of Murray, and guished entertainment groups Dancers II is a rare "first"
Dear Ann Landers: I made a forcing him to stay home won't relics collected from various have a brother who does as. he
urday morning, August 23,
the hosts.
in America when it appears at for the Mid-South area. The big mistake eight years ago. I solve THAT problem. He'll be a sweethearts. What is wrong pleases no matter what. He
from Memphis State Universithe Eighth Annual Internation- most discriminating critics got married on the opening happy man when he returns with her? Why would a girl en- brought his camera to the
ty.
al Banana Festival from Sep- have hailed the troupe as a day of dear-hunting season. from the trip and you'll be glad joy behaving in such a heart- church and took dozens of picMiss Burrow graduated from
tember 8 through 12.
tures. He continued to take
"must" for audiences of all Every anniversary means a you let him go.
less manner?—Concerned
in
School
High
Fulton
South
ages.
Dear Concerned: Your picutres at the reception.
fight. Denny wants to go dear1966, and then attended the
Appearing before audiences
the boys and I
Last night he brought the
University of Tennessee at September 4: Peggy Ann in the United States and EurDear Ann Landers: I am niece's punishing approach to
Appearing for the first time hunting with
Martin, receiving her Bachelor Counce, Mrs. Leland Jewell; ope the fantastically popular in a tent presentation, the Jot- want him to stay home and deeply concerned about my 16- males is a symptom of a deep- pictures to our house. Rosa
of Science degree in 1969. She September 5: Mike Butts, Syl- dances will arrive in Fulton on frey Dancers are geared to celebrate our anniversary with year-old niece. Her mother seated emotional problem. A was present Some of the picgraduated from High School via Carden, Pearl Rushton'. Tuesday. September 8 and re- give the public a wide appeal of me.
died three years ago and my girl who is so insecure that tures were very good. Others
and College with honors. This September 6: Gerald Stow, main in the twin cities of Ful- entertainment from the purely
This year the boys have a husband and I are her legal the only way she can get sat- were very bad—if you get what
State,
Memphis
Frields,
isfaction is by destroying male I mean.
Ruth White, Connie
past year at
ton, Kentucky and South Ful- classical ballet to the most new spot and a great trailer. guardians.
admirers, needs outside help.
Rosa became upset. She feels
she was a math assistant and Allen McKendree, Mrs. 011ie ton, Tenn. through Friday modern with a special some- Denny is dying to go. I think
makes
pretty,
very
is
Della
that since her uncle brought
was a member of Phi Mu Epsi- Ingram;
it is rotten of him and have excellent grades in school and I hope she receives it soon.
night, during which time they thing for young audiences.
words
his
last
lon, honorary Mathematics September 7: Betty Bennett will give a free demonstration
His
so.
camera after everyone had
him
told
is -popular. She has many
Denny; September 8: Homer for area elementary school
A spokesman for the Ken- were, "0. K., I'll tell the guys friends, both boys and girls, Dar Ann Landers: A big strict orders not to, he should
Fraternity.
Croft; September 9: Patricia children on Wednesday morn- tucky Arts Commission said I can't make it." That was
and seems well adjusted. At family argument is going on hand over all the prints and
Boer, Mrs. Lelia Mae Mc- ing September 9 at nine a. m.; that wherever the Joffrey Dan- three days ago and he hasn't first I thought the problem was and we want to know who is negatives and let her decide
PLAN TRIP
Shelton
Owens; perform a comedy routine at cers have appeared there has smiled or spoken 10 words
The Jackson Purchase His- Kenney, Dr.
kid stuff, something she'd out- right and who is wrong. It which ones should be used and
McKin- the
which should be destroyed. Is
Music always been a standing room since.
Inter-American
torical Society will visit the September 10: Bobby
grow, but it's getting worse. I started over snapshots.
Nabors.
Anthony
Illinois
Moel
ney,
in
on
Fiesta at Exhibition City
audience. Tickets for the main
Our relatives are all crazy she right?—lietween Two Fires
"Land of Lincoln"
I feel miserable. That crumb see solid evidence that Della
tour
annual
and
9
September
their
of
the evening
Dear B.: I believe the bride's
October 3 on
concert on Thursday, Septem- sure knows how to get to me. takes a fiendish delight in mak- over pictures We like them,
AREA ANNEXED
then perform In full concert on
What should,‘I de—Hattie
by chartered bus.
ing boys fall for her, then she too, but we've never owned a wishes should be respected.
August 13. the Dresden City Thursday night, Sept. 10, at ber 10 are on sale at the BaDear Hat: Let the crumb go drops them with such brutality camera and we appreciate it
nana Festival Headquarters in
Board conducted a public hear- 7:30 p. m.
MILK PARLOR
Is alcoholism a disease? How
and set another date for the it breaks my heart. Last week when other members of the
of an
Fulton.
There will be a sophisticated ing on the annexation
celebration. I suggest a very fine young man left our family share their picturs with can the alcoholic be treated?
annual
perform
similarly
will
inThey
which
city
the
of
east
Show
area
Is there a cure? Read the
addition to the Livestock
us.
A specially constructed stage the day after dear-hutning sea- home in tears.
between old at the International Relations
Our daughter Rosa was mar- booklet 'Alcoholism—Hope and
at the 114th Mid-South Fair, cludes all property
The girl has shown me
son. What kind of anniversary
Frion
m.
p.
2:30
at
highway
program
22
new
and
dancers
the
for
milkhighway
bulk
being
is
12,500
Sept. 25-Oct. 3,—a
with pathetic letters from erstwhile ried a few weeks ago and being Help," by Ann Landers, Enon the east day afternoon, when Dr. Elvis with an array of lighting would it be—sitting around
ing parlor for the thousands of out to and bounded
a sourpuss who wishes he were admirers, pleading for an ex- five months pregnant she ask- close 35c in coin with your reRiver. Stahl, a native of Yukon CounObion
of
Fork
Middle
have
by
never
might
who
people
alone is worth somewhere else? Of course, planation or another chance. ed all relatives to please leave quest and a long. Stamped,
owners are ty and president of the Nation- equipment that
seen a cow actually being Twenty-five land
your husband is selfish, but She has a "love museum", of their cameras at home. Well, I self-addressed envelope,
al Audubon Society, will be the the price of admission.
elected.
milked.
Two small planters make
ideal book ends where a touch
of color is needed. They can be
used on book shelves to help
fill in large spaces if needed.
Plants that do not require direct sunlight are best as sun
will fade book covers. — Mrs.
Mildred W. Potts, La Center,
Ky. 42056

In an atmosphere of reverence and amid a
setting of soft candelight, Miss Mary Lynn Brumfield, daughter of Mrs. Ann Stallsworth Brumfield of Lexington, Kentucky, and Mr. Jack
Brtunfield, also of Lexington, Kentucky, became
the bride of Mr. Charles Mark Allen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Henderson Allen of Fulton,
Kentucky, at 4:30 p. m.on Saturday, August 29th
at the Nicholasville Christian Church, Nicholasvile, Kentucky. The Rev. E.E. Sivis officiated at
the double ring ceremony.

ght.

Aliens Host
Festival To
Dinner For
Include An
Antique Show Bridal Party

4-H Groups Meet For Class,
Then Picnic At City Park

Suzette McMorries Entered
In Festival Beauty Pageant

Susan Burrow
Graduates At
Memphis State

Joffrey Dancers, Rare Treat
For Banana Festival Audiences

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

4#14t _eandeia
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DEATHS
Mrs. Ida Yates

Mrs. Ozella Pirtle

Mrs. Ida Hilma Wray Yates
died Monday morning, August
31, in the home of her daughter, Mrs. Dewey Fields.
Funeral Services were held
Tuesday, September 1, in the
Bethlehem Methodist Church,
with Rev. Joe McMinn officiating. Burial was in the church
cemetery and arrangements
were in charge of Jackson
Funeral Home,
Mrs. Yates, 92, was a resident of Route 1, Wingo, making her home with her granddaughter. Mrs. James Dowdy,
but had been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fields, for three
days.
Other survivors are seven
more grandchildren; eighteen
great grandchildren; two great,
great grandchildren; two sisters. Mrs. Marvin Yates of
Louisville and Mrs. Jack Hicks
of Route 2, Dukedom, and several nieces and nephews.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Ozella Pirtle were held Sunday, August 30, in Antioch
Baptist Church, with Rev. S. A.
Bell officiating. Burial was in
Fairview Cemetery and arrangements were in charge of
Vanderford Funeral Home,
Mrs. Pirtle, 71, was the daughter of the late Will and Bonnie T. Paschall and was a
long-time employee of OK-.
Parision Laundry. She was a
member of Antioch Baptist
Church.
She died on Wednesday,
August 26, in the Obion County General Hospital.
She is survived by her husband, Joe Pirtle; two sons,
Ruben and Harris Pirtle, Sr.,
of Fulton; one daughter, Mrs.
Ester Lee Pryor of South Fulton: three sisters, Mrs. Elnora
Atkins, Mrs. Ruby Johnson and
Mrs. Eva Monor, of Fulton,
and twenty-eight grandchildren.

Jesse Johnson
Owen Johnson died
Friday. August 28. at his home
on Route 1. Hickman, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held
Sunday. August 30. in the Hickinan First Christian Church,
with Rev. Jim Walizer officiating,. Burial was in the
Hickman ('it v Cemetery. Chancy Funeral Home, of Hickman,
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Johnson. 79. was a
well-known farmer of. Fulton
Count y.
Surviving are his wife: one
son, Joe Thomas Johnson of
Hickman: two sisters, Mrs.
William Stevenson of Union
City and Mrs: Carol Pottorff of
Phoenix, Arizona, four grandchildren and four great grandchildren.

• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
The past Sunday was a day
never to be forgotten, when the
family of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Brundige enjoyed the day in
the home of their parents. Harold Brundige form La Punte,
California; his daughter Melody and her husband, Richard
Crider, and son, Mike, from
Fulton; Guayon Brundige from
Stanford, Ky. and his daughter,
Betty Jean, and her husband,
Orris Johnson, from Louisville,
Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. Garrett
Brundige from Nashville, their

daughter, Carla, her husband,
Jim Hendershot, and two daughters from Jackson, Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Brundige and two children
from Nashville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Buren Smith and daughter, Phyllis. and daughter,
Glenda, and her husband, Raymond Collier, and three sons
from Martin were those who
were privileged to enjoy this
very pleasant- occasion together.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
enjoyed a visit from their daughter, Carolyn, and husband,
Eddie Grogan, from Nashville
last weekend. Carolyn and Ed-

die returned from a ten-week
trip to Africa. last Tuesday,
While In Africa Eddie worked
With the medical group and
with the mission team there
and Carolyn taught in mission
school. Needless to say that
their friends are looking forward to seeing the many films
that they made while working
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gullidge from McKenzie spent the
weekend with Mrs. Fred Vaughan.
Harvey Vaughan will retRe
from the Weakley County
Board of Education September 1, after serving the past

twenty-four years. Many
changes have been made during
that time, as was noted when
he and Mrs. Vaughan visited
the Open House at the very
modern
Greenfield School,
which has recently been added
to and remodeled, with wall to
wall carpeting and air conditioning and controlled air and
heat among the many improvements. Apparently there is
nothing to hinder the learning
process at this institution. Mr.
Vaughan reports that he has
enjoyed many pleasant associations and occasions during
these years that he has devoted to attempting to be of ser-

vice to the youth of our County. The area that he was first
elected from was first, thirteenth and seventeenth civil
districts. In the recent zoning
the first and thirteenth district
is in zone three and will be served by Eugene Pentecost, who
has been serving very capably
for several years. The 17th,
20th and a part Of the 2nd former civil districts, which is
zone two, will be served by
Jessie Wade, who was elected
at the recent election. Mr.
Vaughan, who has been the
Board Chairman since July
19, 1951, extends sincere best

wishes to the successors in this
work that he considers to be
most important to each person
in Weakley Co. His only regret • that it was not
to always please everyone, but
humbly admits that he did the
very best that he was capable
of doing during the twenty four
years of dedicated service. He
is deeply grateful for the many
favors, kind words and lasting
friendships that he haS enjoyBest wishes for a speedy recovery to mrs. Dean Terrell,
who is a patient in the Fulton
Hospital.

•Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
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Barnett Smith, a brother of
Mrs. Ernest Forrest of Fulton,
died last Wednesday, August
26, in the Veterans Hospital in
Memphis.
Funeral services were held
Thursday, August 27, in WhiteRanson Funeral Home in Union
City.

The Mis

portunity C
to GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

Good Springs was host to the
3rd session of the 1970 Hopewell Presbyterian last Tuesday
night. There was a good number of church delegates, visitors and ministers in attendance. Mr. Arthur Sparks, elder
of the Martin Church, was
elected moderator. The next
meeting will be with Shiloh
Church near McKenzie in OcFuneral services for Mrs. tober.
Betty Jean Moss were held SunLisa, little daughter of Mr.
day, August 30, in Chaney Fun- and Mrs. Larry Watkins, was
eral Home in Hickman, with in Ifillview Hospital last week
Rev. King Dickerson and Rev. and a very sick little girl. We
R. C. Ross officiating. Burial are glad to report that she now
was in the Hickman City is much better.
Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson
Mrs. Moss was formerly are still patients at the Weakfrom Hickman, the daughter of ley County Hospital. Mrs. JohnMrs. Walter Taylor of Hick- son is making good recovery
man.
from a broken hip and is now
In addition to her mother, walking with the assistance of
she is survived by one daugh- a walker. Mr. Johnson is under
ter, Mrs. Charles Mikel of the doctors care there and was
Hickman; four brothers, Ros- some better on Saturday.
coe. Earl and Gerald Taylor of
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Burton
Hickman and Lloyd Taylor of and daughter, Julie Anne,
East St. Louis, and four sis- have recently returned from
ters, Mrs. Monetta Brown and San Diego, Cal., where Mr.
Mrs. Anita Caldwell of Hick- Burton has been in school durman, Mrs. Hazel Tidwell of ing the summer. They visited
Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs. Livie with parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. Corum of Union City.
Travis Dacus before their
school began at Waterloo, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Sebron Choate
LIBRARY CORNER— have returned from a visit with
(Continued From Page Two) their daughter, Mrs. Dat Waldon and family in Dublin,
lowing:
Georgia.
—Superintendents of your loMrs. Lavada McClure has
cal school districts, — Your been in Hillview Hospital this
county librarian, — Ted Cook, past week and will go to MemDirector, Adult Basic Educa- phis for further treatment.
tion Dept. of Education, 200
Thomas Bruce was in MemSt. Clair St. Frankfort, Ken- phis for a check up this past
40601.
tucky
week and is due to return this
—Bill Wilson, GED Coordin- Thursday to stay for treatment.
ator, Kentucky Educational
Good Springs and Dresden
TV 600 Cooper Drive, Lexing- Cumberland Presbyterton, Kentucky 40502.
ian Churches went to Carrol
Please remember that there Lake Sunday afternoon for a
are only 2 kits in Fulton Coun- fellowship meal and vesper
ty right now. If more are need- service led by their pastor,
ed, the libraries must know im- Rev. Oren Stover. Those who
mediately so that an order can were priviledged to
go enjoybe placed to Frankfort.
ed and appreciated the trip
very much, especially the worship service surrounded by
God's out doors.
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall
140 Broadway, South Fulton
were home for the week end
Phone 479-1.64
but returned to their work at
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Louisville today.
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
COUNTRY SINGERS
—Upholstering, Modern and
Bill Anderson and Jerry Lee
Antique
Lewis will share top billing at
the Country Western Show at
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
the State Fair October 3.
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( Picture courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

BELL CHAPEL C. M. E. CHURCH

Bell Chapel C. M. E. Church was organized in 1887 by Rev. G.
W. Bell, pastor, Rev. J. W. Samples, P. E. with the Rt. Rev. Isaac
Lane, presiding bishop.

REV. L. C. CHISM
Pastor

Serving on the Board of Trustees were Garlin . Green, Louis
Warner and Felix Wade and on the Board of Stewards were Elder
Higgins, George Hamilton, Bro. Payne and Robert Branch.
Among the first members of the Board of Stewardesses were
Sisters Mary Hamilton, Hannah Barksdale, Mariah Sisson, Sister
Wade and Amie Mitchell.
When first organized, the church was located where the HUdois Central Railroad depot now stands. With the coming of the
Illinois Central, a new building was erected on the present site on
Third Street. In 1907 the frame structure was repaired and enhanced with brick veneer.

Through the years Bell Chapel has stood as a beacon light In
the City of Fulton, giving spiritual light to men and women in all
walks of life. Located as it is, near the railroad station, many a
traveler has paused to worship there between trains. As in the days
of the past, so today. The doors of Bell Chapel C. M. E. Church
stand ajar, offering spiritual comfort to those who tarry there
within the walls of her sanctuary.
Rev. L. C. Chism, who resides in Paducah is the pastor.
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday — Sunday School
Morning Worship
Youth Fellowship ..............
Thursday. Mid-Week Service

......

9:30a. m_
11:00 a. m.
.... 5:00 p. in.
7:00 Q. M.

The

you
Dont

door b

"ME
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

S.P. MOORE & CO.

Greenfield Monument Works

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station

E.W.James and Sons

Fulton Electric System

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Fulton, Kentucky

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9064

Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

The Citizen's Bank

"Live Better Electrically"

Make our bank your bank

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman, Ky.

236-2455

Hickman

Sot" Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Fulton

472-134:

Compliments of

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

US Main Sheet

472-1471

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation 411 Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
•

GreenReld
Phone 133-12113

W. D. Powers
Pullen
Phone 472-1153

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry L Siegel Company,Inc.

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.

302 Carr Street

At the Store—or at your door

Fulton and South Fulton

MCF1402

Raton, Ky.

3. B. MANES SONS
Oratinfleld. Tees.

473-1412

Fulton, Ky.

472-3311

a geed place to work

Clinton, Ky.

453-7
/71
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It's a long way from Owensboro to Atlantic
City, New Jersey, but there's a freckled-faced,
auburn-haired lass who's anxious to make the
trip.
The 18-year-old beauty is Cynthia Bostick,
Miss Kentucky 1970, who won her crown June
20 in Louisville. With Atlantic City and the Miss
America Pageant next week, Cynthia's deeply
involved in preparations for the contest. There
are dress fittings to make, rehearsals to attend,
speaking engagements to fulfill and travel arrangements to schedule.
I
Cynthia, nowever, operates
well under such pressures. Following the week-long Miss
Kentucky Pageant and her
coronation, she commented,
"It all went by so fast and was

so much fun. The only thing
really care about now is making the people of Kentucky
proud of me."
Since June, she has appeared
throughout the commonwealth,

Downtown Commercial Building
FOR SALE

Cynthia Bostick, Miss Kentucky 1970, pauses to play with a
friendly pet.

Miss Kentucky 1970
Cynthia Bostick

2200 ft. upstairs
2300 ft. downstairs
ION
LOCAT
GOOD CORNER
t or lease
paymen
down
small
with
Sell
Will
with option to buy. Good investment.
(Photo Layout by Lois Campbell & Ronnie Manna)
CALL

WICK SMITH, Broker
PHONE 472-1292

The Mississippi River Economic Opportunity Council,Inc.is accepting applications for the position of Secretary.
Send personal data, work experience,
education data, or request for additional
information to:
Mississippi River Economic
Opportunity Council, Inc.
316 Anderson Street
Fulton, Kentucky 42041

The following were patients
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled in Fulton hospitals the week
his regular appointment at of September 2:
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. The
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
attendance at Sunday School
Kenneth Hastings, MarMr.
increased ten over the prevtin; Mr. Steven McClure, Dukeious Sunday, held at 10 a. m. dom; Mr. 'W. W. Cornelius,
The evening worship followed
Water Valley; Mr. Dennis
the meeting of the B. T. U. Rushing, Mrs. Leverne Campmeeting.
bell, Clinton; Mrs. Leona LuMiss Andrea Brazzie, of New ter, Richard Bridges, Hickas
week
the
past
Jersey, spent
man; Mr. Steve Waldrop, Mrs.
the house guest of Mr. and Ada Belle Counce, Mr. Cleve
Mrs. Grover True, her great Gardner, Mr. L. A. Sprayaunt and uncle and is the niece berry, South Fulton; Mr. Robof Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell of ert Moss, Mrs. Betty Brown,
Dukedom, who accompanied Mrs. Joanne Jones, Mrs. Janet
her to Memphis Sunday, where Bradley, Mrs. Mary Henson,
she boarded a plane for her Mr. Harvely Toalson, Mrs.
home near the east coast. An- Muriel Long, Mrs. Vickie Mcdrea enjoyed her visit with all Clanahan, Mrs. Mary Louise
the relatives around here.
Warren, Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis
and Mr. and Mrs. Buton LassiFULTON HOSPITAL
ter were Saturday night dinMrs. Marlene Kimmons and
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. baby. Union City; Mrs. Maggie
Gaither Mathis and Kay in Smiley, Mrs. Evelyn Harmon,
Cynthia ponders the Miss America Pageant which
Dresden the past Saturday Miss Clara
Williams, Mrs.
will be held in Atlantic City, September 6-12.
night.
Grace Gardiner, Water Valley;
of
News from Wink Qualls,
Mrs. Mae Byars. Mr. Bob
Rhodes,
561 Ballantyne Road. Grosse Herring, Mr. Ed
Point, Michigan is that he is Dukedom; Mrs. Georgia Byrd,
coming along just fine at his Mr. Arthur Tarver, Mrs. Doris
home now, after being confin- Sadler, Crutchfield: Mr. Frank
ed for four weeks in the hos- Miller, Hickman; Mr. R. L.
pital. He is now convalescent, Griffin, Mr. W. D. Elliott, Mrs.
which his relatives and friends Ruth Stallins, Mr. Ellis Heathwill be glad to hear. Mr. colt, Mr. Tyrus McKinney. Mr.
Qualls says it will be his first William Webb, South Fulton;
time to miss the Banana Fes- Mrs. Hazel Waters, Mrs. Lizzie
tival, at which time he was Murphy, Mr. Earl Collins, Mrs.
here to visit with old friends Lessie King, Mr. J. N. Wooten,
and realtives, since this was Mrs. Essie Harrison, Mrs. Elehis former home. Get well soon anor Russell, Mr. Raymond
is the hope of everyone.
Pewitt. Miss Scarlett Cranford,
On next Sunday afternoon, Mr. Billy Gore, Mrs. Peralee
September 6, there will be Hogan, Mrs. Velma McDaniel,
group and class singing at New Mrs. Paralee Ward. Mrs. MarSalem Baptist Church. Kenneth garet Beadles, Joe Mann, Mrs.
Cherry will be song director Virginia Colley, Fulton.
and he, along with the church,
invites all singers. A good pro- victim of drowning in Kengram is in the planning.
tucky Lake a week ago. They
Bro. Dennis Crutchfield fill- were accompanied home by
ed his appointment at the their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Knob Creek Church of Christ Basil Mathis, who are spendthe past Sunday at 11 a. m. ing a few days with them.
He also fills the pulpit on SunDelmas Copeland returned to
day night.
his home in Dresden a week
French
Obbie
ago, after spending the past
The condition of
remains grave in Jacksonville, four months in a Memphis
city—the
the
as
well
as
country—
the
in
At home
Fla. hospital, where he was hospital, where he had major
vivacious Miss Kentucky plans a career in drama.
admitted several weeks age, surgery. He is doing quite well
with their when he fell at his home on the and all friends will be glad he
emy of Dramatic Arts, in New ing to Atlantic City
daughter. All Kentuckians are concrete driveway and suffered was able to return home again.
York.
cheer- a fractured skull in two places. hoping he will continue to imfamily
the
join
urged to
Cynthia, the daughter of Mr.
ing section as the Pageant is There is still no hope for the prove as the days go by.
has
Bostick,
Kenneth
Mrs.
and
broadcast on a national tele- injured man, we regret to reMrs. Inez Vincent and dautwo older sisters.
vision network.
ghter, Mrs. Martha Yates,
Her proud parents expect her
Harold Mathis and Roy Ma- visited in the home of Mr. and
to bring home the Miss Amerthis left Thursday for Hickory, Mrs. Grover True last week.
ica title next month just as
C., after attending the fun- The visitors reside near Pilot
they expected her to win Miss Share The News with a Friend N.
eral and burial of their bro- oak and their visit here with
.
Kentucky
Miss
and
o
Owensbor
ther, John W. Mathis, 17, a relatives is a delight to them.
The Bostick; will be travelMrs. Ora Dublin passed away the past Thursday in the
Obion County Hospital. after a
short illness. She became ill
at home in Dresden and was
unconscious when found by her
neighbors. She was rushed to
the hospital and was never able
to rally. She was the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Copeland. Mrs. Dublin was the
wife of the late Henry Dublin.
She is survived by a foster
daughter. Charlene, four brothers and one sister. Funeral
services were held at Davis
Church,
Baptist
Memorial
where she held membership,
the Rev. Robert Foster officiating. Interment was in Morgan
Cemetery, with Bowlin Mortuary in charge of all the arrangements. Deep sympathy is
extended to all the bereaved
ones.

attire have
Many shopping trips for competition
one.
this
as
such
gowns
resulted in lovely

speaking and spreading goodwill for the state. She attended
the Miss Texas Pageant in
July, and recently returned
.from Michigan where she
charmed Kentuckians in Detroit.
In Detroit, Cynthia surveyed
the 5000 displaced, sentimental
Kentuckians, signed their autograph books, and concluded

Ken"there's nothing like
tuckians, no matter where they
are."
She also has a lot of experience before the bright lights.
Besides winning beauty contests. Cynthia has worked summer stock at Jenny Wiley Summer Music Theater in addition
to auditioning and being accepted at the American Acad-

.and Feed them
Safely with
REAL DAIRY
PRODUCTS

Their lives are in
your hands...Drive Safely...
Don't lake chances vies wakes driving. Watch
doom bus stops, anseseentlyarend cars..And be sure
fr

Mier

10002103.
4_ 13P410

Don't take chances with careless feeding of dangerous

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Botwoon Martin & Union City

substitutes. They deserve safe, REAL butter, REAL milk, REAL
cheese, REAL evaporated milk in their goodies, REAL ice
cream . . . foods that spell REAL love!

The American DairyAssociation
The Dairy Farmers of Folio Comfy

WED. THURS. - SEPT. 2-3
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
LEX BARKER

A Place Called Glory
AND
JOSEPH corroN

Hell Benders
FRI. - SAT. - SEPT 4-5
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
GREGORY PECK —
DAVID JANSSEN

Marooned
AND
GREGORY PECK —
OMAR SHARD'

MacKenna's gold
SUN. - MON. TUES.. WED.
SEPTEMBER 6-1-11-9
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
CHARLTON HESTON

Hawaiians
AND
MICHAEL CAINE —
TREVOR HOWARD

The Battle Of Britain

CLOS

Seventeen Amigos Arrive Sunday

BALLOTS MAILED
Monday, August 31, 809 ballots were mailed to Fulton
County farm owners, operators,
tenants, and share-croppers, in
order for them to select the
new community committeemen.
RECEIVES DEGREE
Kellie R. Lowe, Jr., of 115
West State Line Fulton, was
among students from 38 states
receiving a degree from Southern Illinois University at their
summer commencement.

ALLOWED BIG RIFLES
Ellis Jones, Game and Fish
Officer In Weakley County,
says this years deer season
ONE THIRD LARGER
would be November 21 to December 6 and December 19
The average size farm in the
through the 27th. Big game United States in 1969 was 377
rifles of .24 or larger may be acres, one-third larger than in
used.
1959.

hakes]
Ledl C
Thursday, Sept. 3, 1970
INCREASED 3 PERCENT
World agricultural production increased about 3 percent
in 1968. The rise in the United
States was just under 2 percent.

Railro
Coi
Lake St.

You are invited to the Grand Opening of

THE DAISY
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4th
— featuring a distinctive collection of
Ready - To - Wear and Sportswear for
Ladies, Misses and Juniors
by such Nationally-Known names as
Howard Wolf
* Koret of California

Model LCT-2
Laundry Center

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED - A nice, dependable widow to stay with my
wife and do light housekeeping
and cooking at 1006 West Second Street, Fulton. Private
room. Salary. Call 472-3210.

instead
of this

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Reliable person from this
area to service and collect
from automatic dispensers. No
experience needed . . . we establish accounts for you. Car,
references and $995.00 to $1885.00 cash capital necessary. 4 to
12 hours weekly nets excellent
monthly income. Full time
more. For local interview,
ON THE WAY OFFSTAGE, each Amigo was provided a
little write, include telephone num"Festival" handbag filled with miscellany by Princess Janet ber, Eagle Industries, 3938
Meadowbrook Road, St. Louis
Porter.
Park, Minnesota 55426.

* Thermo-Jac
Handmacher

* Cadillac Knits

* Roncelli Knits
Charm of Hollywood

*" Matching Accessories **
Refreshments Friday Evening
5 p. m.to 8 p. m.
Door Prizes

The Daisy

SOUTH FULTON—
(Continued from Pape Otan
prove but they feel that they
have one of the best Elementary Schools in this entire West
Tennessee area. Probably the
greatest stimulus to a good
school is praise; the greatest
deterrent is blame. Praise
when you can, and don't blame
at all if you can help it. South
Fulton is always ahead when
praised, and everyone is behind
when we blame. Continued
FESTIVAL AMIGO PROGRAM CHAIRMAN Joe Sanders, aided good support of our fine school
by Mrs. Ballesteros (right) concluded the official welcoming is again requested.
ceremony by calling out the name of each of the Amigos and introducing each to the host family that they would be living with
during their stay here.

Southern Village Shopping Center
South Fulton
Open 10-6 Daily, To 8 p. m.Friday Evenings
Judy Jones - Mildred Brown - Sally Bondurant

ANNOUNCING
HARRY GORDON
is now operating the Standard Service Station at 110
Lake St. next door to Sherwin-Williams Paint Store.

NOW OPEN

Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:
Save time and Steps. Install it where the wash is-anywhere you can get adequate wiring, plumbing and
venting. 2-speed Washer does family-size loads with
Regular and Delicate settings. Flowing Heat Dryer
dries clothes sunshine fresh. Permanent Press Care
In both Washer and dryer.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
=NM.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
A TYPICAL GREETING to • niewly-errhied Amigo
by a local
host family was this, accorded to Pauline Floresguerra
(cantor)
by the Joe Sanders family. (From left) Jody Sanders,
her sister Keay, Pauline, Marlene and Joe Sanders.
Paulina's older
sister was a guest of the Sanders family two years
ago; they ane
from Quito.

See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AVOICT
Fulton 472-1341

Dove S

— WE M

EXTRA FUNDS—
(Continued from Pave One)
hie for emergency ACP costshare assistance include: (1)
removing deposits of debris
and sediment. (2) repairing
eroded land. (3) repairing sodwaterways, farm ponds, terraces, diversions and farm
drainage systems. (4) restoring
stream channels. (5) seeding
areas where measures were
performed to correct damage,
and (6) reconstructing farm
MRS. FLORENCE BALLESTEROS, Quito, Ecuador, responded fences.
Farmers who suffered damto the welcome with a message of greeting from Quito and age and need cost-share
assistLoja, the two Ecuadorian cities represented among the group ance to restore the farmland
are invited to call at the Fulif youngsters.
ton County ASCS Office, 701
Moscow
Avenue, Hickman.
Kentucky. Time is short. Seeding dates are near.

$9,9

unting

16,000
Close to 16,000 people attend'. ed the Obion County Fair's
. opening night with last years
record for the first night being
THEIR FIRST STEP IN FULTON was at the passenger depot, 16,261.
where they alighted from the Citv of Miami.
SWOPE NAMED
James Swope, former UTM
basketball star and coach at
Jackson State Community College, has been named head
baseball coach and assistant
varsity basketball coach at The
University of Tennessee at
Martin, James C. Henson, UTM
athletic director, announced
today.
CHANGES NAME
The Forestdale Laminated
Beam Company is changing
their name and expanding their
business. The Firm will now be
called Wood Structures, a division of Airport Machining
THE LAKE STREET BANDSTAND served as the assembly Corporation.
point for waiting host families. Fulton Mayor Nelson Tripp and
DONATES
South Fulton Mayor Dan Crocker welcomed them to the Twin
The Fulton Alcoholic BeverCities and made each an honorary citizen.
age Association donated $200.00
to the Banana Festival recently.

Reg.

STANDARD
OIL

GORDON'S
Standard Service Station
110 Lake Street

Phone 472-1287

OIL

Shakespeare Rod &
Reel Contfrition.;
, Sept. 3, 1970
ED 3 PERCENT
ricultural produc•
d about 3 percent
rise in the United
just under 2 per-

$9,99 per set
Cup-ossiue! -- LAZONF$
INDIAN

Dove Shooter Stools

MARY AMERICAN
5TILL ETELIEVE IN 'WATER 5A0145"
--LIRE THE LITTLE DISIARFE0 SPRITE
WW2 PELIONTS IL1 VETAAI,A F,N4EfEMEN
35 PUALiNC. AT TNEIR LINES!

$1.25

-701Hunting Vests _ $4.95
— WE MAKE KEYS —

oftrilipor
log"
el'

Railroad Salvage
Company

i)INFANT-A5T!
THE
. LEELIEF IN A SPE
WA1 t oF
LIFE' WA,,o 155051, AT 055 Time.,
EAPLORERS AiRE poNCE on
'.'J5 TO TIIE NEW WORLOSEIKINCA
ITS iJuRLE-THE FOUNTAIN/OF sours.
pans ASHES F0060 THE FOUNTAIN -•
OUT UNPOUOTEPLY
ENJ01 A AJL'E
,LOPiCAA TAN!

Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.

Kay s

Barbecue

\Take Nome/
e Ice
478-8082

VACATION

ONE WEEK SPECIALS
Thurs. Sept. 3 thru Wed. Sept. 9

cher

West State Line, Fulton

479-2525

— DRIVE-IN WINDOW —
1 - DAY SHIRT SERVICE — 1 -HOUR DRY CLE-ANIN-

The home of Mrs. Dale Bryant
on the Hickman Highway was the
setting Sunday afternoon for a
miscellaneous shower honoring
CLINTON, icy.,
Dale McDougal in marriage Miss Vickie Lynn Mayhall, who
Wedding vows unii.eg Miss were pledged in an August cere- will become the bride of Johnny
Shelia Kay Morris and Gary mony at Oakwood United Meth- I Lucy September 4th. Co-hostodist Church. The Rev. David esses for the beautifully planned
WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
McMichael officiated at the dou- event were Mrs. Oita Smith of
Woodland, Mrs. Bryant and Mrs.
ble-ring ceremony.
both new and used ShotJohn Palmer of Cookeville, in
The bride is the daughter 01 absentia.
Guns, Rifles, Pistols.
Focal point in the living room
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace C. Morris of Clinton. The groom is the was a brass bird cage filled with
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Mc- yellow flowers and tiny lovebirds.
Miss mayhaii was presented
Dougal of Paducah.
with a corsage of white carnaPreceding the ceremony, a tions tied with white came,
program of nuptial music was welch she pinned at the shouldpresented by Mrs. Sharon Boaz. er other trousseau frock,a stripThe bridal party assembled ed red, white and blue knit. Her
BROWNING
accessories were in red patent
before the altar decorated with leather.
satin ribbons and small bows.
Her mother, Mrs. Calvin MayAccenting the archway of green- hall of South Fulton. was atit
BROWNING

Leader Sporting
Goods is
headquarters for

ery and flanked on each side by
candelabra was the unity candle which was lighted during
the ceremony. Baskets of white
BROWNING
chrysanthemums stood on each
Superposed Shotguns
side of the altar.
_
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a formal
gown of bridal satin and lace,
figal"°°°164BROWNING
22-cal RIFLES
featuring an Empire waistline,
HI-POWERED RIFLES
A-line skirt and chapel-length
trai n. It was fashioned with
bishop sleeves, accented by lace
BnoranNG
cuffs with pearl buttons. The
.22 and 9mm PISTOLS
gown was enhanced with a
front panel of Alencon lace. AtBROWNING
tached at the waist, the chapel.
Waterproof and
length train was also of Alencon
Insulated Boots
lace backed by satin. The gown
was made by the bride's aunt,
Mrs. J. S. Morris.
The tiered veil of illusion was
held by a cluster of lace petals
BROWNING
adorned with seed pearls and
ifittiUNTING
crystal drops. The bride carried
KNIVES
a colonial bouquet of white carnations with three white orchids in the center and white
satin streamers tied in love
knots.
Miss Ruth Ann Morris, cousin
BROWNING
of the bride, served as maid of
BOWS AND ARROWS
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Carla Morris, sister of the bride,
Miss Cindy Sumner. They
Practically anything and
were dressed identically in blue
the Sportsman wants, linen floor-length gowns and car••••••4.•
ried nosegays of blue and white
carnations.
BROWNING
Serving Mr. McDougal as best
man was Scott DeVillez.
makes . .. and
Groomsmen were Dewey Lart you can find it at
son and David McDougal, cousLoader Sporfing Goo& in of the eroom.ceremony, a reFollowing the
Leader Store, Upstairs
ception was held at the AmeriFulton. Sy.
can Legion Hall in Clinto n.
411mIllemes1W111.111.111111N10 Those assisting in serving were
Mrs. James Morris and Mrs.
Betty Mathis.
Pm-nuptial parties given for
the bride included a china tea
given by the Oakton Homemakers Club and a household shower given by Mesdames Nell
Uvanni, Elizabeth Larson, Dorothy Shepherd a n d Katherine
Terry.

LAST 4 DAYS TO SAVE

$10.00 ON YOUR NEW FALL COAT!
Because the weather has been so hot
-.- because we have a BIG STOCK
of new fall coats, we are extending
our sale TRU SAT. SEPT. 5

Included in this sale is our mink - trimmed
at 110
ore.

GENUINE SUEDE
s SUZI WONG COAT
Double ticketed to show
actual savings of 510001

Mrs. Roper Named To
Graves Extension Post
Mrs. Dauveen Roper has been

tired in a powder blue knit dress named county extension agent who retired July 31.
Mrs. Roper has been connectwith navy blue accessories. Mrs.
for home economics for Graves ed with the extension office for
Nola Lucy of South Fulton, niother
of the bridegroom -elect, chose a County effective this month.
the past 16 years as county exbeige knit dress complemented
The announcement was made tension agent for 4-H.
with dark beige accessories.
by Graham Wilkins, county exHer only extension assignment
Mrs. Bryant received Ina two- tension agent and office chairhas been with the Graves Counpiece navy blue knit dress and
man for the local office.
ty extension office.
Mrs. Smith wore a navy knit
Wilkins said Mrs. Roper is
In her new assignment, she
dress accented with a red, white
,stiming the position formerly will be responsible for the adult
and blue scarf.
Several contests were enjoyed held by Miss Irma Hamilton, homemakers •
by the guests.
The dining table was centered
with an arrangement of gold candles with gold and white flowers.
Refreshments of white cake
squares decorated with yellow
August 31 thru Sept. 12
rosebuds, yellow punch, salted
All sweaters regardless of style and weight,
nuts, and yellow and green mints
were served from crystal apcleaned and blocked —
pointments.
We
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a poppy colored
4
SHIRTS
—
white
or color, professionally
canister set.

SWEATER SPECIAL

laundered, folded or on hangers —

Bridal Tea
Honors
Pat Adams
A bridal tea Sunday afternoon
in the home of Mrs. Cleo McClanahan Jr. In South Fulton was
an attractive courtesy for Miss
Patsy Gail Adams, fiancee of
James Lee Medlin of Union City.
Mrs. Leroy Beard served as cohostess for the party.
Mrs. McClanahan welcomed
the guests in a two-piece mint
green and white shadow striped
dress worn with white accessories.
Miss Adams received in a becoming A-line white knit design
accented with a gift corsage of
yellow mums. Her mother,Mrs.
John Adams of South
Fulton,
chose a melon knit model and
Mrs. Lee Medlin of Union City,
mother of the bridegroom-tobe, was attired in a white shift
splashed
with
multi-colored
flowers.
Mrs. Marvin Cardwell, in a
yellow shift stitched in brown,
presided at the table where some
45 guests registered between the
hours or 2 and 4 o'clock.
The dining table was covered
with a natural linen embroidered cloth edged with fern greenery and wedding bells atel centered with an arrangement of yellow daisies and mums.
Refreshments
of
dainty
cookies, salted
mixed nuts,
daisy-shaped
mints and lime
punch were served from silver
and crystal appointments.
Mrs. Bears, wearing a black
tunic styled design with a swirl
skirt, served the punch. Others
assisting were Mrs. Larry Alexander of Linton City, sister of the
bridegroom-to-be, in awhile silk
linen A-line shift; Mrs. Charles
Edwards of New Johnsonville,
aunt of the bride-elect, in a belted knit dress; and Mrs.Ray Bohn
of Union City, in a white linen
sheath accented with multicolored floral motifs.

PUBLIC SALE
Household - Antiques - Tools
SATURDAY, SEPT. 5, 1970 10: A. M.
SELLING At The PAUL BRUCE FARM - 4 Miles East of
Fulton on the State Line Road.— Have purchased House
Trailer and will relocate in another town with new employment.
SALE: Rain or Shine
TERMS: CASH
FOR MORE INFORMATION Contact, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Bruce. Phone 4724130 or the Auctioneers . AINLEYS AUCTION SERVICE • Dukedom, Tenn.

0. K. PARISIAN
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS
218 E. State Line
Phone 472-1700

IT'S FIESTA TIME
IN FULTON, KY., AND SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
— AT THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL —

BANANA FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 8 THRU 12
PROGRAM 1970
Tuesda ,September 8— 12
Carnival and Midway
Kitty League Park
Window Fair
Area Community Clubs
Crafts Display
Military Exhibits: Free U.S. Air Force Minute Man Missile;
U. S. Army Chaplaincy
8:30 P. M.
Banan-A-Rama Street Dances Free
OFFICIAL OPENING
Wealseediev, September
imiTTY LEAGUE PARK

9:30 A. M.— Cabana City Exhibits - Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen Fair - Cheekwood Exhibit* - "Tennessee Painting Today" - Latin American Arts and Crafts
10:00 A. M.
, BANANA BAKE-OFF
10:00 A. M.
Aerial Exhibit
Free
10:30 A. M. — Area Artist Festival - (five state competition) Exhibition of Paintings of Don Carmichael
3:00?, M.
_ Banana Bake-Off Awards
4:00 P. M.
Music Entertainment
Free ____
5:00 P. M.
_ Aerial Exhibit
Free _
7:30 P. M. Tent Auditorium INTER-AMERICAN MUSIC
FIESTA - Cremona Strings • - Rutherford Co. Dancers • - The
Schillings • - The Amigos
_
10:00 P. M.
Tent
Adult Dances
10:00 P. M.
Teen Dances
Legion Building
ALL EXHIBITS OPEN

9:00 A. M.
ANTIQUE SHOW & SALE
2:00 P. M
__ Concert—The Schillings
_
2:00 to 4:00 P. M.
_ __ Aerial Exhibit
Free ______ _
7:30 P. M.
Tent Auditorium __ JOFFRE'Y II BALLET ••
_
Adult Dances
10:00 P. M.
Tent _ _
Teen Dances
10:00 P. M.
Legion Building
Friday, September 11, 1970
Governors' Day And Latin American Friendship Day
KITTY LEAGUE PARK

9:30 A. M.
9:45 A. M.
10:00 A. M.

Nice, modern 6 room house with bath - on large lot with
beautiful shad* trees. Good location within walking distance
of grocery store, church and °oat office.
1--Living Room Suite
1—Bed Room Suite
1—Dinette Set
1—Kitchen Cabinet
1—Electric Rang*
1—Refrigerator
1—Automatic Washer
1—Air Conditioner
Tables and Chairs
Electric Heaters

1—Oil Heater
1—Radio
1—Lawn Mower
1—S•wing Machine
1—Window Fan
1—Old Trunk
Dishes, Chairs, Cooking
Utensils, Tables and many
Other Useful Items.

PHONES: So. Fulton 479-16$ or Union City $85-2671

TERRY CAMPBELL - Administrator
BILL GRAY - Auctioneer and Real Estate
Broker — Licenses 416

All Exhibits Open
_
___
Ceremonies Avenue of The Americas
_ __ Get Acquainted Coffee
Derby
'KITTY LEAGUE'PARK

10:00 A. M.
10:30 A. M.
12:00 Noon

Late B. L "Bernie" Campbell Home in Water
Valley, Ky. Turn West at Jobe's Grocery
REAL ESTATE and FURNITURE
(Selling To Settle Estate)

$1 HOLDS YOUR SELECTION

BONN—Despite the swarms
of female secretaries and clerks
in government ministries, Bonn
Is very much a man's town. At
the start of this year nearly
3,400 men held senior positions,
compared with 122 women.

9 lc
All shirts over 4 — 25c each
These Prices are cash and carry at

kITTY LEAGUE PARK

SATURDAY, SEPT.5, 10:00 A. M.

Buy your fall coat now .. . ond save many dollars
on brand new styles. You may choose this genuine
sued* Suzi Wong trimmed with fabulous mink.
September price will be $68 . . . but now you pay
only $58. Antelope, Wig', brown. Sizes 6 to 18.

Few German Women
Hold Senior Posts

Thursday, September 10

PUBLIC SALE

iNDPRrd
Olt

Of interest to Homemakers

Shelia Kay Morris, Vickie Mayhall Honored
Gary Dale McDougal At Miscellaneous Shower
Say Wedding Vows

bitt

Nappy Day Professional Cleaners

ndurant

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 3. 1970

AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

RE-OPEN SEPTEMBER 8, 1979
Thanks for this Year's Business!

enings

LTON. KENTUCKY

W
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WATER ODDITIES/
)
181.
:
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Reg. $2d.SO'Retail
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r
4W1.11111

Go_Ampil
oun
IN A
r
0MARKET

CLOSE OUT ON

Free
Holiday Inn _

Puppet Shows
Tour of Exhibits
GOVERNORS'LUNCHEON

KITTY LEAGUE PARK

Puppet Shows - Aerial Acts - Music
2:00 - 4:00
Free _ _
2:30 P. M. __ INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS PROGRAM
(Speaker, Dr. Elvis .1. Stahr)

Tent Auditorium
Reception
Fulton Country Club
5:00 P. M.
7:30 P. M. Tent Auditorium COUNTRY WESTERN SHOW
Sonny James & The Southtrn Gentlemen - Barbara Mandrell
Teen Dances
Legion Building
10:00 P. M.
Adult Dances
Tent
10:30 P. M.
Saturday, September 12, 1970
10:30 A..
City Park
12:00 Noon
Tent
1:00 P.M.

ALL EXHIBITS OPEN
Parade
Barbecue & Banana Pudding
BATTLE OF THE BANDS

KITTY LEAGUE PARK

(free)
Puppet Shows - Aerial Acts
2:00 - 4:00 P. M.
Band Concert
Free Downtown
4:00 P. M.
Pre-pageant Entertainment
Carr Auditorium
7:00 P. M.
Dixieland Jazz
Princess Pageant
Carr Auditorium
7:30 P. M
Dixieland Jazz Concert Tent Auditorium
8:15 P.M
Sun Smith & Group • - Furry Lewis
Legion Building
Teen Dances
10:00 P. M
Tent
Princess Ball
10:30 P. M
• Artist appearing courtesy of The TOEN111•1110 Arts Commission
** mkt *peonwirie courtesy if The Kentucky Arts Commission

I.

.1
Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Sept. 3, 1970

Page 2

'Temporary' Tax
Now :38 Years Ohl

Mat
To Isom Lake?

Leaving Cost $7,200

Airlines In Decade
Add 150,000 Jobs

uglerstood it.
ZANZIBAR — To keep women
Exploring the scene by drivWAS1UNGTON — In the past
WASHINGTON — The auto- from leaving, Zanzibar recently
ing our vehicle down first one
mobile
excise tax was instituted decided to levy a $7,200 tax on decade, U.S. airlines created
little track and then another,
a! a special wartime measure anyone who marries an island more than 150,000 new jobs, a
we saw hundreds of acres of
growth rate five times that of
in 1917 and remained a law
dry lake bed which was grow.:
un- woman and wants to take her
over with the type of vegetatil 1928. It was resurrected
away. There are more men than the civilian labor force as a
in
tion you always find springing
1932 as a "temporary" anti- women on the island, where 99 whole. Last year about 12,000
by HAROLD NORM
up at the bottom of
drained
Depression measure and is still per cent are Moslems—entitled jobs were added by airlines,
' Everyone in our West Tennes- land.
in force 38 years
bringing their total employment
: see area has heard of Reelfoot
later.
to four wives.
Around the lake and on high
to 312,000.
:Lake but who ever heerd of Isom spots, we saw fields
of corn
: Lake,
and soybeans, It is said that
it seems likely that this lake is the corn is grown by
the Bureau
known mostly tocoonhunters and of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife
: people who farm nearby. To lo..
as food for the geese and ducks.
cate the lake for you, one could Whether the
soybeans are for the
say that it is three to five miles same
purpose, I do not know.
straight down the Spillway Ditch
As a refuge area for geese and
from Reelfoot and to the right, It ducks, I
would assume that Isom
can be reached by land.
Lake
should
contain water.
born Lake is the property of
After
all, webbed feet were
the U.S. Department of the Inmade for swimming, not hiking.
terior, Bureau of Sports Fish- Why
is there no water in Isom
eries and Wildlife. This Is an- Lake? Why
has cypress timber
,ther way of saying that Isom
been cut in the refuge area? It
Lake belongs to you!
seems reasonable that a local
I have known about Isom Lake goose
hunter, should have
a
for years but had never visited
chance
to beg a goose
near
the area until a recent Sunday Isom
instead of having to spend
afternoon. I was invited to go a fortune going
to IllinOis to
along with a couple of friends
hunt—IS It were a little more
to check the prospects of goose attractive
to geese. If it were a
hunting. Isom is a goose kind
little more accessible.If it were
duck reserve sanctuary, or at
.•
<tk‘
more accessible. U it were
least that is the way I always alittle
few more things it is not!
Why Is the high grass growing
just below the Spillway bridge, yet
the Spillway ditch by Isom has
water in It which is moving?
Could it be that water is seeping out of Isom? I do not know
NOW Thru SATURDAY
the answers to the questions that
came into my mind as I looked
WAITNNYFixduchon,
'34
at Isom for the first time.
What is to be the fate of Isom
Lake? Is it possible that it is
going to disappear before the
•
people who own it have a chance
to
see it? Before some of those
glArtliAT
people even become aware that
it is their property?
ROOM
ISOM LAKE?— Dead and rotting fish dot
STEFANit
Pout
virtually disappeared.'The lake was designEveryone must be aware by
what should be the bed of Isom Lake, near
ed as a refuge area for ducks and
iiow that a lawsuit is pending In.
geese.
Reelfoot,
where
somehow
water
the
has
(Photo
by Harold Non id—
federal court regarding
the
SICILY
WALLY AND COM
drainage
project
on
the
Obion
FEU SHAUGHNESSY (XI AfrIECHE
and Forked Deer rivers. Much
•Cml.Ir.0
If not most of the land involved
ARTHUR JULIAN • IAARTY ROTH
In that raging
controversy Is
private property.
RON MILLER • NORiiiii.TOKAR *C'
Isom Lake is public property
TEMICIPLIPt
and is administered and conRe...lb. MU 1101A Drsiomt,oA CO INC
010 *sit
trolled by a public agency, the
Department
of
the Interior,
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. 12—"Old- and helping with the success
of
through the Bureau of Sport
er people increase in judgement, the White House Conference tor
Fisheries and Wildlife.
The
64..
sole
•PV
purpose for the exisingenuity, initiative, experience, the Aged, to be held the last two
tence
of this particular burskills,
accuracy,
neatness
and
months
of 1971. He further stateau is the propagation, protec•
punctuality," James Giles, assts. ed that this group of nearly
tion and management of wildlife and their habitat.
tant to the associate director of 3,000,000 retired teachers is the
Maybe they know what they
are doing at born Lake. If so, National Retired Teachers Asso- largest ever to be on the consome assurance that Isom is not elation, reported to the Kentucky sumer line rather
than the proRetired Teachers Association ductive
going lobe dried up and farmed
line.
would be welcome. Also welSummer Conference.
Holmberg said an inadequate
come
would be assurance by
The conference for the western fixed income
the bureau that never again will
gives the retired
half of Kentucky, which was teacher
we see and smell tons of fish
as well as many other
held at Murray State University, retired
rotting in the stanant remnants
people big problems.
ended Tuesday.
of Isom Lake,- while hundrede
The number of retirees is rapid.
and thousands more slowly die
Each delegate and representa- ly increasing, Holmberg reportfrom lack of oxygen in the water
,
bye from the first four educe- ed.
and add their unsavory aroma tc
tional districts of the 44 counties Miss Mary E. Titus, in her ad
the foul air.
r i1
.
In Western Kentucky were in- dress to the conference, remindA.
,y ,''.... "ti.r.t.,N.-%‘-: 'a. r .**, ..... .../
Do not misunderstand my pur.•
AK P.m.... Con
1
4
•••••••..•• •••• 1•0••••••• 1.1.Am ore,,,I I
-'
induced
the
at
conferenc
,
pose. I am not 'another crusadft,
e.
ed the audience that the turning
.1 i''l
Assooares .nd •I•ric Prodw r,on
Those attending from Mc- phlloeophy shows the progress
..,,.
ing Ralph Nader— Just a part
el Robe"
owner of Isom Lake who did not Cracken County were Carman now enjoyed has been
given to
like or understand what he saw Graham, president of the first the present
generation by the
" ,
there, Information from the Fish district; Mrs. Voicie McNutt,
older generations.
and Wildlife Service might be
legislative chairman for the first During the conference goals
"..tr
t
helpful
attempt to district;
in our
and Mrs. Carrie Hale, were set up for coming year
understand
what is going on.
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MORSE POWERS SILVERS

Abilities Of Retired
Teachers Discussed

FULTON. KY.

WADE'S 6 DAY CARPET SALE
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Says Hunters
In This Area
Are Ignored
NOW SHOWING
Thru SATURDAY
-1 - G

A -D -11-L -T
SPECIAL
rider 18 Not Admitted!

RUSS MEYER'S

VIXEN
•

ERICA GAVIN AS VIXEN
IN EASTMANCOLOR
X)
--PLUS--

Marlon /Richard
Brand° / Boone
The Night Of The

The desires of duck hunters
In West Tennessee are being
Ignored by the Tennessee came
and Fish Commission and its
director, Fred Stanberry, according to Richard Fickle, Samburg motel operator and Republican nominee for state representative of the 36th Flotertal
District.
Mr. Stanberry, according to
Mr. Fickle, has let it be known
that duck hunters will have a 45day season with a four-mallard
limit. But Mr. Fickle said Mr.
Stanberry has stated that the season will probably begin about
Dec. 4, only two days earlier
than last year and end on Jan.
17, the last day the U. S. Fish
and
Wildlife Service permits
ducks to be hunted.
"Very often Reelfoot Lake is
frozen over by that time and the
ducks have moved on," said Mr.
Fickle. "Apparently Stanberry
Is completely ignoring the West
Tennessee duck hunters,"
Mr. Fickle said he and others
met with Mr. Stanberrv in Union
city last February, after a poor
chick hunting season in this area,

Followin DAY °

and that the Game and Fish
director ''promised the commission would try to tack all
the extra days they received

mem
en., Mon..Tues., Wed.
Sept.6-7-8-9

this year on the front of the
season. We'd like to know what
became of this promise."
Most local duck hunters apparently feel the duck hunting
season has begun too late in this
area for many years, A season
opening
about mid-November
would suit local hunters much
more, sportsmen say.
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SALISBURY, Rhodesia
— The announcer on Rhodesia's
only television channel began a
news item about In African
wanted for housebreaking. As
be said pe're were appealing
for Information about the man,
on the screen flashed a picture
of Chief Leabua Jonathan.
prime minister of the tiny African kingdom of Lesotho. "It
was just one of those things."
mumbled an embarrassed station spokesman.

president of Paducah McCrack- and issues and concerns
were
en County Retired Teachers As discussed.
sociation.
Giles went on to say one of
every 10 persons in the United
States falls into age bracket over
M. More than 280,000 of these
are retired teachers, who he
said are highly qualified, highly
While the upcoming Obion
trained and highly respected.
R o y H. Holmberg explained County Fair is being billed as
the 13th annual event, old newsthat the public will be hearing paper clippings
reveal that fairs
-were going on in this area before

Early Fairs
Are Recalled

South Fulton
Youth On Navy
Science Tour
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn., —
Jolumie R. Roberts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Freddie Roberts of
South Fulton, is one of 108 students participating in the annual
Navy Science Cruise-Tour at the
Naval Base in Newport, R. I.
He was chosen by the judges
of the West Tennessee Regional
Science Fair to participate in
the Science Cruise, a program
designed to give students the opportunity to learn about the
Navy's practical application of
new scientific and engineering
developments.
The basis for each award and
subsequent Science Cruise made
by the Chief of Naval Operations, is that the science project
be an original idea and be of
some possible benefit to the
Navy in its research work. The
subject Of young Roberts' science project was "Gasoline Syntheis and Air Pollution Control,"
dealing with economical ways
of controlling air pollution.

the "slow" generation was making
the scene.
Back on Sept. 21, 1883, a Memphis newspaper ran this little
story:
"The 18th annual fair at Union
City will open Oct. 2 and continue
for five days. Among the features will be a reunion of Confederate soldiers, a grand free
barbecue,' a
target-shooting
match, a contest with a prize of
$2,500 for cornet bands,and several horse races."
Perhaps Fair President Jim
Rippy and his directors cancome
up with a few "new" ideas from
the oldsters.
Another
article concerning
Union City was published in a
Memphis newspaper back on Feb.
22, 1883.
"One of the most thriving manufacturing centers in this area
is Union City, which has a population of 3,500. It has a large
furniture factory, a wagon factory, a wagon woodwork factory,
a stave factory, a flour mill, an
iron foundry and machine shop,
a chair factory and several smal.
ler factories of various kinds.
There are five churches In Union
City and a public school with
Mare than 400 pupils."

Trade Hits 813 Billion
BRUSSELS — Total trade between the United States and the
Common Market area amounted
to about $13 billion last year,
three times as high as in 1958.
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CARPET
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REDEEM YOUR
FOOD STAMPS
„L. AT

STORE HOURS:

C

SUNDAY
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY 8 am.- 8 pm.
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
8 am. - 9

LIBERTY

COFFEE
10 OZ.
JAR

12-az. Can

3

BEANS
SALMON
SALMON

RUMP ROAST
BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

TUNA chunk style 6 1/2-oz. Can 39c

ROAST

SHOWBOAT

FRANKS

1

303
cans

;

U

49c

12-oz. Pkg.

Cut.S
CHOICE
First
Lb.

59

FRESH SLICED

lb.

Sacramento Fruit

lb. 29c

ARMOUR STAR

HITS
plows
,
,
coclului.
49c;
,BEANS211

lb.49c

BEEF LIVER
FRESH

NECK BONES

1

— CHICKEN PARTS

_

, BREAST
,
. THIGHS
, LEGS

lb. 29c
lb. 55c
lb. 55c
lb. 49c
lb. 23c
lb. 15c

6
•
,B i.„ ,ITS
3 290BACON
3
jowls
BEANS
SHOULDERSLB390
SUGAR 5 614 TSIZE
50
ii
STARCH 491;DETERGENT
G PIES
DINNERS
,
Food
Baby
EGGS
picKLEs 49c
BuNs
37, 100 14 490
ToEs
39
490
Tomato Juice100POT
DRESSING
LEMONS
Paper
SAUCE
'::

0 Great Northern & Pinto Drill
9

OKED
SMOKED

TALL

bag

,
,
,
, ,,,,

...,.

ALL
BRANDS

VIC,
/
,

5 to 8 lb. avg.

SLICED SMOKED

c
2 1/2
s SI

LB.390

LBS. VII

TENDER SMOKED

BLABG.

19

FAB

, i

Butt
Portion8

lb. avg.

Portion
ortion
LB.

lb.

0 MORTON MEAT

s MORTON MEAT

220Z.

8 oz.
Pies

OZ.
EACH

,

STRAINED

HEINZ

Doz.

FOR

FRESH BAR-B-GUE

GERBERS

CHICKENS

lb. 5gc

PICNICS

lb. 59c

Sacramento Indy. Size

THIN SKIN

PINEAPPLE

DOZ.

4 oz.
can

TS91;

Hamburger
or Hot Dog
PKG.
0F8

0

FRESH

SACRAMENTO TOMATO

400
SpHKEGE.

Miss Liberty

U.S. NO. 1
RED WASHED
B
LA
BG
.
WITH COUPON 10

i

Qt.
Jars

NOTE BOOK FILLER

QT.

lb. $1.39

SPARE RIBS

$
1

HOLIDAY SWEET

PORK COOKED ON OUR OWN PIT
lb. $1.79

for

Shedd's Salad,

lb. 39c

FRESH PICNIC

Green

A.
G
B
LB

Grade "A"
Med.

BACKS and NECKS
Fresh
LIVER
lb. 89c
GIZZARDS

Fresh

without coupon 79 lb.

GODCHAUX

DAISY FRESH INSTANT

,

8
c

-

-CUT

B.
L

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED RINDLESS
WITH COUPON

SCHOOL DAY

•

lb. $1.09

. /

LILLY PINK

are

FAT BACK

lbs

TALL
CANS

98t

.S. CHOICE;

lb. $1.09

FRESH GROUND

12 oz.
box

CHIEF CHUM

u

100ROAST CHUCK
29HANIBURGER3o.rore59

c
30A3Ns

LAURA LYNN

303
CANS

lb. 79c

NICE THICK

DELMONTE

PORK & BEANS
8

3- 15 1/2-oz. Cans _ _ _ $1.

lb. 39c

,PORK CUTLETS

BONELESS

CHILI

PKG.
0
2F

BUSH-GREAT NORTHERN

LB.

LB.
KELLY'S

SCOTT PAPER

0

FRESH

STEAK ROUND

N
CO 2s1/2 89

sinyruHepavy

BOLOGNA (by the stick)

BROILERS

VIENNA SAUSAGE 4 5-oz. cans $1.

PEACHES
TOWELS 451;

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

59c

OUR

2

WHOLE
LB.

SPLIT

MEET

$149

OSAGE

RE

89t IF Rynts

ARMOUR

FOLGERS INSTANT

COFFEE

LIMIT 2

COUNTRY SKILLET

Each

49c

cello bag

15c

FRESH CRISPY

CARROTS

GOLDEN RIPE'
LB.
BLEACH

Bri-tex

DRINKS
$11
DEL MONTE
FRUIT

1/2

with couponGAL.•

46 OZ.
CANS

BANANAS
RED WASHED

poTAToEs

890

20

B
LB
A.
G

........a....11
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e.K •
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_
.
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WATERMELONS

Each _ 79c and up

FRESH

COCOANUTS
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d

U. S. No. 1 Red
POTATOES ____
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LIBERTY COUPON
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.
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Former UK Stars Bringing Football Back To South Fulton
By JERRY ATKINS
Suo-Democrat Sports Editor
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.Football success appears heading back in the right direction at
South Fulton High School, and
a pair of University of Kentucky
graduates are setting the course.
Terry Beadles, who played defensive safety and offensive
quarterback at U-K, and Kerry
Curling, a standout guard and
linebacker with the Wildcats,
are opening their second season
with the Red Devils.
And, things are looking up
Beadles, a graduate of Fulton City High School, is the head
coach, working primarily with
the backs and offense. Curling,
a Princeton, Ky. native, is line
coach with specific duties with
the defense.
"We're not doing too badly,"
Beadles said of the progress
made by his 1970 gridders.
"We're in pretty good shape
physically and the attitude is
real good . . and, that's what
It takes.
"It takes a we to learn
what we expect and we've been
real tickled with the turnout and
support of the people," the head
coach continued.
Beadles and Curling coached
30 youngsters last year during
their debut, and guided them
through a 4-6 season. They
lost 11 of those, but quickly
regained and surpassed the
loss when 20 freshmen and 17
sophomores showed up for
drills.
"We started with 22 freshmen
and still have 20," Beadles said.
"We're just trying to keep them
all out because they're going to
have to provide us with depth."
Adding 20 people to the squad
has created optimism for the
future in the Red Devil camp.
"We could have a pretty good

this:
SPLIT END - Dale Yates, a
6-1, 150-pound junior Who played
quite a bit last year. He started
a pair of games at quarterback,
so he has backup potential at
that spot.
QUICK TACKLE - Robert
Burrow, a 180-pound sophomore
with some experience as a nonstarter.
QUICK GUARD - Tommy
Greer, a 170-pound senior who
didn't play last season because
o10,.
a knee injury.
CENTER - Chuck Beard. a
pound junior, a new mem1:r of the squad.
STRONG GUARD - Paul
Phelps, a 190-pound junior who
started as a sophomore a year
field. South Fulton opens its 1970 season at
OFFENSIVE DRILLS - South Fulton High
1go.
home against Greenfield, Tenn., next FriSchool gridders go through their paces durSTRONG TACKLE - Gary
day night.
ing a light workout on the Red Devil football
etton, a 185-pound senior who
tarted as a flanker last year
team this year," Beadles said. club, Beadles and Curling guider the top runners for the Red
nd was moved to tackle in the
"It all depends upon how the Red Devils to a 4-6 record, Devils this fall.
spring.
things go early in the season." winning three of their last four
South Fulton, a member of games. Opponents out-scored
With the season only a week ; TIGHT END - Donald Jackthe Reelfoot Conference in up- South Fulton 207-146 for the sea- off, Beadles set the offense like
n. a 155-pound senior with
per West Tennessee, plays nine son, but the Devils held a 106league games in its 10-game 59 edge in scoring during the
schedule. The Red Devils open last four games.
at home against Greenfield,
Sophomores figure to play a
Tenn. next Friday (Sept. 4), and big part in South Fulton's pica home-field triumph could well ture this fall, with four starting
launch a successful campaign. offensively and four defensively.
With only seven seniors, depth
Following Greenfield on the .will also come from the sophoschedule will be Dyer County, more-junior classes.
Gleason, Halls, Lake County,
Last year, every squadman
Fulton County, Alamo, Fulton received a letter, giving the curCity, Obion Central and Dres- rent squad added depth. Offenden. The match against cross- sively, Beadles plans to start
town Kentucky foe, Fulton four seniors, three juniors and
City, is the only non-confer- the four sophs. On defense, he'll
111
ence game.
go with five seniors, two juniors
and the four 10th graders.
South Fulton dropped Martin
and Sharon off last year's schedA potential starter who
ule - the two Weakley County
played "quite a bit" at tailschools have since consolidated
back last year, Tommy Bod- and added Alamo and Dresker, moved to Jackson, Miss.
den.
during the off season. A junior,
he was expected to be one of
Rebuilding with last year's

some experience as a reserve
last fall.
FLANKER - Rodney Cummings, a 160-pound senior whc
started as a split end last yeat
and moved to flanker in the
spring.
QUARTERBACK - Bob Winston, a 160-pound senior who
started as a freshman last fall.
FULLBACK-Phillip Wiley, a
sophomore, who started as a defensive halfback last year, a
position he'll play in addition to
his offensive role this fall.
TAILBACK-Darrell Williams,
a 160-pound sophomore, who
also started last year as a
freshman.
On defense, Beadles and Curling will make only a few
•changes. Six players will go
both ways at first.
Phelps will move from his
guard slot to a defensive end,
Jetton will go from tackle to
a linebacker post, Greer will
move from guard to the rover,
and Wiley and Cummings will
switch to the defensive half-
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back slots. Borrow will be used
at a tackle position when certain defenses are used.

Conference, but with the young
talent around, success is sure to
be right around the corner,

The other defensive starter!
are:
NOSE GUARD-Pat Hendrix,'
a 180-pound senior who didn't
play last year.
TACKLE-Jerry Oliver, a 150pound senior, a starter last fall.
TACKLE-Greg Rose, a 170pound sophomore with experience as a reserve last fall.
END-Keith Pruett, a 160pound sophomore who didn't
play last year.
LINE BACKER-Major Martin, a 175-pound junior who
played at defensive end last season.
SAFETY-Barry Moss, a 140pound sophomore who didn't
play in 1969.
As one can see, the offensive
backfield is made up entirely
with sophomores. The Red Devils
are young, but gained experience last year during the rebuilding campaign.
This might not be the year
for South Fulton to move back
to the top rung of the Reelfoot

Fulton, Ky
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Fish Market
East State Line

OPEN
Fridays & Saturdays
Beginning Sept. 4

James E.Pirtle
Owner & Operator
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Hickman County Schools
Revise Bussing Practice
CLINTON, Ky.,
and all students will be dis- Special teachers under the federal assistance p r ogr a m are
There will be no "late bus" missed at 3 p.m., Clark said.
schedule for Hickman County Schools opened Monday with Katy Beck, librarian; Christene
Cole, remedial reading; Agnes
schools this year due to the pur- the following faculties:
chase of nine additional school Hickman County High School Walker, remedial reading; Pabuses during the past two years
Principal, James H. Phillips; tricia Roberts, fifth grade teachby the Hickman County School Helen Trainer, Martha Adams, er or migrants; Diane Potts,
Board, according to School SLIP- Earl Bolin, Nancy Brown, Adel- special education; and Susie
erintendent Elbert Clark.
va Myers, Gary Crawford, Wit- Mae Carnes, assistant librarian.
For many years it has been ma Walker, Louetta Everett,
necessary for buses to make two and Katherine Graham,
runs whereby many students Dana Rohrer, Jennifer White,
were unable to begin their school Wayne Hurd, Kenneth Davis,
day until second period. They Frances Magruder, Larry Walkand faculty members remained er, Neva Poyner, Danna Mitch.
anextra period in the afternoon ell Mattie Senter, Clifford Mills
The Tennessee Department of
Paul Scott and Danny Whitlock,
Clark noted.
Safety has announced that state
Under the new set-up buses Central Elementary School - highway department equipment
will make pickups all over the Principal, Voris Clark, Merry will be helping in the campaign
county between 7 and 8:15 a.m. Lou Watson, Nancy Burton, Jo against speeders on the Labor
Day weekend.
Anna Farabough, Beverly My.
Tennessee Highway Patrol Lt.
era, Katy Belle Shaw, Joan Bill Moore said today the highBrawley, Edna Earlene Pruitt, way department has several radar units which the department
Elsie Parker.
Ruby Samples, Gladys Scott, ordinarily uses to count traffic
Phyllis Swindler, Edna Roney, and to calculate the average speed
on highways.
Nanna Slayden, Cornelia Shaw,
But safety department officials
A man who told local officers Laverne Kimbro, Linda Hendsuggested a joint operrecently
he was present but took no part
Kerr, Linda ation whereby the highway pain the shooting Aug. 17 of an rick, Margaret
would use the radar
trol
also
Woodrow
and
Illinois state trooper near Du- Clark, Martha
units.
Quoin, 111., was jailed
in Leslie Cole,
"They plan to have them operPinckneyville, 131., Tuesday in
Fulgham Elementary Schoolweeklieu of 930,000 bail on a charge Principal, Gerald Vaughan, Di- ating over the Labor Day
and there's an excellent
end
of attempted murder.
ane Newton, Blanche Baker, Ma- chance at least one of the units
Through his court-appointed
Farmer, Margaret White, will be at work in this immediate
attorney, the suspect, James bel
Moore said.
William Perry, 99, son of Mr. Laverne Stewart, Zuaneta area," Lt.department
officials
Safety
and Mrs. Robert Perry ef the Phelps, Elizabeth Haynes, Sher- say the plan will free patrol
Midway community, entered a ri Little and Paul Scott.
cruisers for other duty.
plea of innocent before Pint* Columbus Elementary School
Under normal radar °Per.
neyville Magistrate A.A. Mos- -Principal, Randall Pruitt; Bes- atIons, two patrol cars are
her. Public defeader Robert sieretta
Byassee, Sue Wilson, used, one with a trooper hart.
Gandy represented the defend.
Lila Berryhill and Ella Caldwell. dling the radar unit and anothant at the hearing.
er some distance away which is
Perry and Melvin Luther Cox.
30, of Chattanooga, another sus- the officer as he approached the "catch car." said troopers
Safety officials
pect in the shooting of State the car, Perry related.
The Obion County man told of- will man highway department
Trooper Gerald
Liar, yeas
including dump
vehicles,
ficers
later
split
he
cox
and
arrested Friday night at lb,.
the radar
Robert Perry home after the up and that he (Perry) came trucks, and operate
units.
When
a
car
is registered
home
to
house
and
his
father's
elder Mr. Perry had nitifted
told his father what had hap- as speeding, the description
Tennessee Highway
Patrol
the
Sgt. Tom Kilpatrick that Cox Defied. When Cox arrived at the will be radioed ahead to
house, the elder Mr. Perry, catch car.
had arrived at the hauls.
department
highway
The
The nlinob trooper is Still who said he feared for his life
hospitalised but is beileved re- and the lives of his family, equipment also will be used pile.
managed
to
manly
weekends.
get
word
to
on
Sgt.
covering from his woands.
Perry was taken from Union KlIzatrick.
73ie officer, along with State
City to Pinckneyville Saturday
after waiving extradition. Cox Trooper P.T. English, Ohio Voters Resisting
was transferred Friday night to County Sheriff TX. McCullough
Jackson and then the next day and Chief Deputy Larry 'Buck' School-Bond Issues
WASHINGTON - The downto Memphis where he was jailed Taylor, went to the Perry home
and ward trend in voter approval of
in lieu of $100,000 bond. His and arrested both Cox
arraignment was before a fed- the younger Perry who w a s public-school bonds in the mideral commissioner on charges of wanted in this county on a bad 1960s reached a new low last
interstate flight to avoid pros- check charge.
It wasn't until later the year, the Department of Educaecution
for murder (three
counts), bank robbery, armed same night that officers dis- tion reports. Voters approved
covered that Cox was wanted only an average of 43.6 per cent
robbery and escape.
State Trooper Miller
was for murder in at least three of the dollar value and 56.8 per
states
and also was being cent of the number of bond isshot as he started to investigate two men in a parked car sought on other assorted charg- sues voted upon.
on Aline:its 154 near DuQuoin. es.
The car believed used by the
two men was found a few days
later under cornstalks in a
field about • mile from
the
scene of the shooting.
Perry told local officers he
was driving the car when they
met the trooper. He saidhe stopped and told Cos that cos would
Was your son or daughter born in 1950 or
have to drive. It was while the
1951? If so, do you know they are not now
car was stewed that the stab
trooper, who had turned around,
covered by your group hospitalization insurgot out of his ear to Investigate.
ance policy? A hint from your Prudential
Perry said Cos told biro to get
a gun out of the stove compartAgent, Tommy Scearce, 472-2562.
men* but that he refused. Cca
Men got the gun himself iodate(
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Highway Dept.
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SLEEVES
•
STRIPES
PLAIDS
CHECKS
SOLIDS
•
SIZES
S-M-L
•
COMPARE
AT $3.00 ea.

P.N.HIRSCH 8, CO.

$
FOR

8:30-6: Mon., Thur.
8:30-8: Frt., Sat.

DRIVIRS
Train NOW
track, local am
You can earn
hour, after mho
interview and
6164424499, 01
Dept., United
Terminal Bldg
Avenue, Nash'
ST210.

1

,Ti
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is sure to
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In the Kitchen'
by Laurence M. Runk M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

rket
.me

urdays
pt. 4

irile
!rotor

BACK TO SCHOOL
It's back to school for kids all and buses delivered the meals
to
over the country this month. And the receiving schools for
heating
for many children it will mean and serving. The equipment
necnutritious lunches at school — essary at the schools is said to be
more this year than before as simple and relatively inexpensive
efforts are made to reach all
Meantime, of course, there are
schools with lunch programs, es- children who prefer for one reapecially in underprivileged areas. son or another to take their own
What health leaders are try- lunch to school. And there's
ing to accomplish in particular is nothing wrong with that if
the
to reach some 10 million young- lunch is nutritionally adequate A
sters who attend schools that child can learn about good food
have not had any food service choices from either his wise
facilities at all.
mother or through the educaDr. Jean Mayer, who headed tional example set by the Type A
up last year's White House Con- school lunches.
ference on Food, Nutrition and
The Four Food Groups
Health, recently said that by
Thanksgiving 1970, approximately
Mothers should be guided by
6,800,000 school children will be the four food group plan, makreceiving government-subsidized ing sure their children receive
hot lunches, compared to 3,400,- food from the meat group, the
000 receiving them last year.
milk group, the fruits and vegetables group, and the breads and
Prepackaged Meals
cereals
group in each meal.
Part of this Increase is to come
It isn't difficult. A packed
about through the service of airline-style prepackaged meals in lunch for a child most often conschools where there are no tains a sandwich or two. So with
facilities to prepare food. A pub- meat, cheese, egg salad or some
lic feeding program which has such food as tilling, the meat and
been successful in Philadelphia breads and cereals groups are
may serve as the model for such covered. To help complete the
meal, give your child some kind
activity.
In Philadelphia, the so-called of fruit, and/or celery or carrot
"sattelite" feeding program pro- sticks, or vegetable soup in a
vided hot lunches for thousands thermos. If your girls want to
of youngsters in depressed areas get fancy, make a small salad
for as little as ten cents a day. and put it in a plastic container.
A central commissary and kit- Then have your children buy
chen was used to prepare school milk at school.
That's all there Is to it.
lunch Type A lunches Trucks

IMAJIDIE
'MINTS
& MINOR, TOO

PURELY PERSONAL: Wc
hope the Imperial Irrigation
District in California isn't
opening itself to problems by
importing tilapia, a fish from
Africa, to clear canals of moss,
algae and cattails . . . other
wildlife imports have become
pests, including the English
sparrow, the starling, the walking catfish, nutria, and mongoose, to name just a few . .
it's ridiculous to have an expense of 5200 to your car grill
because you've bumped into
something at six miles an hour!
. hotel with an exciting scene
acrlitSMICatreeL The Alameda
in NEIxico City, just across from
the .city park, the Alameda,
where there are folk danccrs,
music and all sorts of colorful
events to intrigue the visitor...
•••
Robert Martin, Havana, Ill.,
editor, says he doesn't want to
suggest that such spectacles as
the Motion Picture Academy
and Emmy Awards to abolished, but he does think folks other
than entertainers should be

1121112/10
BO MUCH
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5

per word

to reach
6,500 Homes
Registered
TOR SALE
dashshund puppies. Wayne
Johnson, phone 238-3179.
RENT Wheelc.hatrs, crutches
and Other convalescent aids at
crry SUPER DRUG 408 bake
Fulton, KY
FOR REPAIRS on all makes
of washers and dryers contact
Larry LeCornu. Phone 479-2013.
WANTED: Journeyman
Amber with Kentucky 11cense. High skill pay. Contact
Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors. Phone 479,2317.
DRIVERS HORDED
Train NOW to drive semi
truck, local and over the road
You can earn over $4.00 per
hour, after short training. For
Interview and application, call
818442-3439, or write Safety
Dept., United Systems, Inc.,
Terminal Bldg., 4134 Arlington

Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee,

37210.

honored.
"Why not have an Academy
of Plumbing Arts and Sciences?"
he asks. "Proceedings could be
televised on the major networks,
with a Golden Wrench being
awarded in such categories as:
Best Installation of a Kitchen
Faucet; Best repair of a 45degree Elbow Joint in a Soil
System; Best Use of a Scriber
in Combination with a Pipe
Cutter; Best Foreign-Made Cold
Chisel and Best - Designed
Double Acting Reciprocating
Plunger (Wooden handle
class)."
• ••
SPANISH VIGNETTE
DENIA, Spain: The Spanish
gypsy is becoming a thing of the
past, at least in Central and
Northern Spain, and it is a rare
sight to see the gypsy wagon
along the Costa Blanca, this
area of picturesque white-washed villages perched along the
Mediterranean. The Spanish,
with the rise of the middle class,
tend to frown on the gypsy way
of life and think poorly of a
part of Spain that has made it
famous.
The Moors are long gone
from Spain, since 1492, but
their heritage remains. One has
only to see the beauty of the
Moorish castles that are everywhere to be impressed; they
truly are remarkable.
Near Denia are giant grottos
cut into the cliffs on the edge
of the sea. For hundreds of
years this rock was shipped
to all parts of the ancient world.
It was in these grottos that
many Moors hid when the
Christian purge of the infidels
began.
The story goes that when the
Moors were driven from Denia,
they hid a great treasure in a
cave nearby, and it is still to
be found. — Dean M. Quernstrom.
•••
The kind of a traveler we
can do without is the one who
sees 44 states in two weeks of
mad driving. "You'll enjoy a
vacation much more if you don't
drive more than 300 miles a
day and if you DO take time
to enjoy the scenery here and
there along the way," advises
Ed Brockman of the Allstate
Motor Club. To which we say,
Amen.
•••
EAGER BEAVER: All most
men want in any woman are
the bare necessities .. . Gal
down my way has a figure as
nifty as her background is shifty.
—Wilfred Beaver.
•••
What Girls Think: Gertrude
Sehweiber, a teacher of 8-to-12
year-olds, has kept a record of
girls' comments. Favorites:
"Boys never take care of their
things. They wear out everything except soap." ... "If I
had my way, the world would
be mostly girls. The rest would
be dolls." . . . "I love my papa.
He is so nice that I think he
must be •girl underneath." ...
"God made Adam and then
thoucht, 'I can do better than
that. So he made a girl!"
• ••

Soper-NM Seml-Boaeless

•• •

GENE GEMS: To make a long
story short, don't let a woman
tell it... Why is it that when
we Inn into trouble, it's usually
the huge economy size? —Gene
Gasiorowski.

LB

Fryers

fi
s
Ettp!!

FULLY COOKED
HAMS

2

4 LB $
SIZE
Canned

Hams

KING SIZE

994

Nsv,FTA'-‘iv$199
tried
' Chicken
VIRGINIA FARM BRAND WHOLE OR HALF
Hams

Country

L.

CAPES

1264 OFF)
Sticks

Jo- — 35
4

LARGE CHUNK
L. 684

Bologna

6-LB.
4-01.
BOX

CAP'N JOHN PORTIONS

Cod or Perch
S
LEAN SMALL

Ribs,.1
!
-.894
,
are
GROUND
Bf....

69

""

3-LB. PKG. OR MORE
JUNIO SOIL

ALL BEEF

KLEENEX JUMBO

Hamburger

TOWELS

LB.

l/fha.
40;360

59

3-LB. PKG. OR MORE

Whol. or
Sheik Half
t

LB.550

Center Silos
$'119
LB.

I

WATERMELONS

88

Honeydeiw
Melees

1-LB.
eTNS.

EACH

880 EACH

GREEN

WHITE

Cabbage ". WC

Potatoes BAG

YELLOW ONIONS

GREEN

re. 98C

WHITE SEEDLESS

Peppers...3
/250

3 BAG

390

Grapes

2,1

LB29

JANE PARKER

APPLE PIES

49c
,3
2

JANE PARKER THIN SLICED
SANDWICH

EACH
["]
EIGHT O'CLOCK

Coffee Sale!.

BREAD

CAN

SCOTT PKGS OF 24

Place Mats 3/9°°
Freud Fries 394
Pork & Beans...294
Potato Salad

We're so confident that you'll want
the complete set after looking through
just on* volume, we're offering
Volume No. 1 at the trial price of

ALP FROZEN 2-LB. BAG

SULTANA 37-01. CAN

ALP FRESH 2-LB. CTN.

A young parochial school
teacher was telling her class
about a lamb that had strayed
from the flock and had been
eaten by the wolf.
"You see," she said, "if the
lamb had been obedient and
stayed in the flock, it wouldn't
have been eaten by the wolf,
would it?
"No, Ma'am," answered one
little boy, "it would have been
eaten by us." — Mnpls.Tribune.

PRICES TO FIGHT INFLAT

LOW

NI

OFF
PILLSBURY
EXTRA LIGHT

PANCAKE MIX
With This Coupon
Good Only At ALP Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat„ Sept. I
Llenit I Coupon eseCustoner

2...

LOAVES

19%i Meet I 'AP AP iletitiM199(1C

ING SIZE RINSO

HEINZ KETCHUP

3=...59
With This Coupe.
Good Only At A
.
P FoodStoreRegular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., Sept. I
Unit 1 Coup*. Per Custom*/

'ree

==

(250 OFF LABEL) sil9c
LB.-407 BOX I
With This Coupon
Good Only Al ALP Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon ElIDirOl Sat., Sept. s
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

MUM

•••••

CHASE & SANBORN
(4f Off Label)

SAVE
UP TO

-Lb. Coffee
with This Coupon
Good Only At AL/ Food Storm
Coupon Expiring' Sit,, Sept. 5
Rigida& Price Witliong Commit
Limit I coupon Pm Custodial,

$ 06
With Those

Coupons

Fulton, Ky.
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WRITTEN

IN THE SKY FOR ALL TO SEE IS

KREY

U.S.D.A. GOVERNMENT INSP.

HUNT;

SCHOOL DAY

BONELESS FULLY COOKED

S
TOMATO JUICE FRYER
23
WHOLE

alaii..sl

"4 1)

HE HAPPY STORY OF WONDERFUL MAXI—SAVINGS

lb.

GOURMET HAMS
Thur.
Fri. &
Sat.

HERMITAGE

DOG FOOD 151/2-oz. Caa 10 for $1.00

$11.11

Whole or

LAKE BRAND

lb. 69c SMOKED PICNIC 5-8 lb. avo. _ lb.49c
ROASTING

Whole or Half Stick

FRANKS 12-oz. pkg.

53c

KREY

LUNCHEON MEATS
Relish Loaf, Bologna, Olive Loaf

4lb. bag

49c

HUNT'S
TOMATOPASTE
6
I an

4
,
.
,
.
.
i
,
„
.
6

,

COFFEE

lb. 85c

HUMKO

3101

— FRYER PARTS —
BREASTS
Lb. 59c
LEGS & THIGHS
Lb. 39c
LEGS
Lb. 69c
THIGHS
Lb. 39c
WINGS
Lb. 25c
BACKS
Lb. 19c
Lb. 10c
NECKS

89c

24-oz. ____ 59c

ALPINE

SHORTENING

3Lb. Can

79c

HYDE PARK

25 Lb.

$1.99

MANWICH
SANDWICH

TissuE

4
13aRco
kll

390 FLOUR

B
5a1g
b.

490

Dozen

LARGE EGGS

TOK

APPLESAUCE
sT.,,,I„,
Miff COCKTAIL

FLOOR SHINE 22-oz.

55c

JOY Gt. Size 22-oz.

59c

SALVO Gt. 46-oz.

89c

BONUS Reg.Size 15-oz.

41c

DASH GL 49-oz.

83c

BOLD Gt. Size 49-oz.

89c

. ORIN KS
i

.

Y

FORMICA

•

Jil1

III

89c

$1

3
BLACKEYE, FIELD,
PURPLE HULL PEAS
05 U.S.
tIA
poTAToEsbag
CARTONS

Si!SI

---ALL REGULAR SIZE--(PLUS DEPOSIT)

DIAMOND

25c

12" x 25"

FOIL

0
•
•
0

KITCH'N }<HAI I

)0000000•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SUNKIST 235's

LEMONS „,)
Doz.

NO. I RED

10 lb.

$1.09

VINE RIPENED

JUMBO 2'7's EXTRA FANCY

TOMATOES ib25 cANTALopEs 3F09
JACK MACKEREL POTATOESlb. i28
ORANG
ES
Doze
5h,„
SWEEP Si AR}

FANCY HOME GROWN

WE ACCEPT U. S.
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

PE.W.JAMES

SONSf

"MAXI-SAVINGS"
k47;

09'1

0, WENWM.
THIS AD GOOD SEPT.

STOKELY

PEARS 29-oz.

THRU SEPT. 9, 1970

-.0••••••••••-.111.•-

2For

89c

•
• •
E.W. James & Sons

WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON

138's CALIFORNIA

SWEET

4 .
III

tan-

U

VELVE ETA

I

GRADE "A"

5
$1
590

CASCADE GI. 33-oz.

•excluding dairy and tobacco products.

3101 99
2 lb. box

iie

4 an

EVAPORATED MILK 12-oz. _ _ _ _ 18c
ROBIN HOOD

0 **WITH THIS COUPON**
•and additional $5.00 purchase

HUNT'S

CHEESE

PORK &BEANS
10

•••••••••••••••••••• 000000000••••••••••I
0
**COUPON**
•

DEL MONTE

45c

SHOWBOAT

COFFER CREAMER 20-oz. ____ 97c
SNOWDRIFT

VEGETABLE OIL

TOMATO

1/2 Gallon

PREAM

SCOTT

KOSHER STICKS 19-oz.jar 3for $1.00

PINK SALMON

For

OLD JUDGE

FLOUR

JACK SPRAT

1),.
ItoIllo.

3

60z.
Pkg.

TURNER OR SWIFTS

FRYER lb. 29c

REELFOOT

GEE GEE

4(1ah188

c. :;

ICE MILK

OTS. & HALVES

Lb. 39c CHICKEN lb. 33c

BOLOGNA

POPCORN

\

Half

REELFOOT

SLICED BACON

PENNY

lb.

PEAS

INSTANT

Chase & Sanborn

,Chast,

wITHo
larlhOrr,
COFFEE
with Freeze-Dried Flavor
••• eP •'

10 OZ.
JAR
Y
Tt H.
101
‘cze
%.
Lp
9(<

CQVPCIN

$1 57
ON COUPON PE PERSON
O
t_r_f s
E ReGOO
t 0
9TH1F1
9;
U
7c, ".

WE ACCEPT U. S.
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

